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The ACTING SPEAKER: That has
nothing to do with the Bill, TMr. Lambert. I
mnust. ask you to keep to the Bill.

Mr.- LAMBERT: 'r malke that reference
only by way of leading up to the fact that it
is dangerous for a prominent political party
to seek by unfair means, to shape legislation,
particularly legislation having for its object*
the permanent subordination of another poli-
tical party. In the North-West the Govern-
meat have four supporters, and this
Bill 'proposes to grant those four
supporters political immunnity. The
member for Kimberley (Mr. Durack) will be
able to go on representing his 1,200 electors,
and being returned by 700 odd of them, to
the cad of time.

Mr. Teedale: He has to take his chance.
Mr. LAMTBERT: It will he Buckley's

ch~ance next time. The member for Roebourne
(Mr. Tezsdaie), with his effective voting
stiength of 264-

Mr. Teedale: A lot of them are your
people.

Mr. LAMBERT: By the time the effects
of this Bill are properly realised, our people
will be galvanised into such political action
as previously did honour to the constituency
of Roebourne by enabling it to return a La-
bour membolf. :1Il

Mr. Teesdale: That was the only lapse
they made and that was when I was away.
I jerked him nut quickly when I came back,
and you know that too.

Mr. LAMBERT: Tito lion, member Was
not in this Chamber at the time. The member
for Ciascoyne (Mr. Angelo) is another Gor-
einomeat supporter and a prominen t member
of the Country Party. He too, has been
granted political immunity. Is it a coinci-
dence that all these members are Government
supporters, whilst in the case of the ma-jority
of the goldfields electorates, their rep~resen-
tatives are members of the Opposition? It
is regrettable that the Government have not
seen fit to fornmlate a policy regarding the
alteration of the electoral boundaries. I
aguin appeal to the Premier to give this Bill
greater consideration. It has been stated,
tightly or wrongly, that the Opposition of
to-day have assisted the Premier to suck an
extent that had that assistance been with-
drawn at times, the far-reaching effects could
hardly be realised, Had we done so, we
would have been true to our sound policy, so
far as Western Australia itself is concerned.
However, we have little to gain from the
present Administration. We are fully in
accord with the Premier's policy of land
settlement anid, notwithstanding thie vagaries
of what may be tailed the "spring-onion
crowd,'' we are not going to allow the ad-
ministration of this country's affairs to be
tampered with by an executive sitting in St.
George 'a-terrace, or any "wsring-onion
group" who may attempt to dictate to the
Government What they shall do. Whilst the
Ministers in charge of the administration of
the affairs of this State are true to that line

of policy, I believe that, even at a reasonable
political sacrifice, the Opposition will support
them. If the Premier were to bring down to-
morrow a Redistribution of Seats Bill em-
bracing the policy of the Mitchell Govern-
ment, if it wvere fair and equitable, giving
due consideration to distance from the centres
of population, community of inte-rests and so
forth, the Opposition would embrace heartily
the opportunity to-

Mr. Teesdale. Fire it out.
'Mr. LAMBERT: To vote for the measure.

On motion by Minister for Agriculture de-
bate adjourned.

Houmse adjourned at 12.S5 a.m. (Wednesday).
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTION-RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION,
PITHABA EASTWARDS.

Hon. J. MILLS asked the Minister for
Education: The Railway Advisory Board
having reported favourably upon a proposed
railway from Fithara, eastwards, will the
Government, during the next session of Par-
liament, introduce a Bill authorising the con-
struction of the first section of this line 9

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION re-
plied: The question will receive considera-
tion.

QU1ESTION-HOSPITAL FOR INSANE,
ATTENDANTS.

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN asked the Minister
for Education: Referring to the aniswers
given to the questions asked by mec on the
13th December last, will the Minister explain
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the following: 1, If Attendant 0O'Brien, at
the Hospital for Insane, has had no annual
leave for 1919, how is the conclusion arrived
at that only two years' annual leave is now
duel 2, How long is it since Attendant
O'Brien has carried out the ordinary duties
of attendant, such as taking his turn of
.shifts on the roster? 3, What are the rea-
.sons why Attendant O'Brien bus been ex-
empted from carrying out duties ordinarily
tarried out by other attendants who, are
senior in service? 4, Does Attendant O'Brien
give instructions to other attendants, and
generally give orders to the staff, thereby up-
setting discipline and causing dissatisfaction
amYongst the staff by reason of his being
junior in service to the majority of other
attendants?

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION re-
plied: 1, Attendant 0O'Brien did not apply
for leave for the year 1919-20, and in the
usual course this became forfeited by efluxion
.of time. 2, The last occasion was during
July, 1920, 3, He has not been in any way
specially exempted, and is required to per-
form duties within the scope of his position
-for which the management consider him most
suitable. 4, No; except by transmitting the
instructions of tbe head attendant or deputy
head attendant. This does not upset discip-
line.

QUESTION-POLICE DEPARTMENT,
INSPECTORS.

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN asked the Mfinister
for Education:.- Referring to the answers
given to a question asked by me on the 2 1st
November last, will the Minister supply the
following information: 1, What are the
names of the police inspectors who the Com-
missioner has recommended should reumain in
their positions, and who are now over the age
of 60 years? 2, Since the police regulations
provide for retirement at 60 years, and mem-
bers joined the police force on that under-
standing, does the 'Minister consider that the
regulation as to extension of the service of
inspectors who have reached the retiring age
is fair and reasonable!

The MfIX STER FOR EDUCA'2TION - re-
j led: 1, Chief Inspector MeKenna, In-pc-
toys Duncan, Mitchell, Houlahan, Walsh, and
Condon. 2, Yet-

SITTING HOURS.
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION (Hon.

H1. P. Colebatch-East) [4.34]: I move-
That for the remainder of the session

the House shall meet at 3 p.m. on the usual
sitting days, instead of at 4.30 p.m.

We have now reached that stage iu the bus-
iness when the duration of the session de-
pends entirely on how long it will take the
members of this House to complete the bus-
iness. We have already several Bills on our

Notice Paper;, and two other important Bills,
the Hospitals Bill and the Miner's Phthisis
-Bill, will be seat to us this afternoon. Thus
there will not he a great deal left on the
Notice Paper of another place, and it really
depends on ourselves how long the session is
to continue. That being the case, I think
that by meeting a little earlier in the after-
noon we may be able to conclude the session
earlier than otherwise we could. I do not
think it is the wish of any member that the
session shall be further prolonged into Feb-
ruary than we can help. The Government,
while doing all they can in these matters,
are unahle to guarantee a continuance of cool,
pleasant weather; and I am sure that if we
have a hot spell hot- members will not wish
to sit far into February.

Hon. A. LOVEKIN (Metropolitan) [4.35]:
I hope it will be understood that if we do
,sit at 3 o 'clock in the afternoon, we shall
niot attempt to take new business after 10
o'clock at night.

The Minister, for Education: I am not mov-
ing in that direction. It may be necessary on
the last night.

Hon. F. E. S. WILLMOTT (South-West)
[4.30]: If the House decides to meet At
three o'clock, I hope we shall ndt follow the
example invariably set by another place. MY
experience there has been that the earlier the
House meets, the longer it sits at night, that
the earlier meeting merely gives longer and
longer time for what is known as stonewall-
ing.

Hon. 3. Duffell: We do not have that here.
Eon. F. E. S. WILLMXOTT. If we meet

at three, I hope the buisiness will proceed in
the same expeditious manner as hitherto. I
trust hon. members will not think that the
fact of meeting at 3 p.m. affords them an
opportunity to speak for an hour and a-half
when under ordinary circumstances half an
hour would suffice. My experience is dead
against meeting earlier, which simply means
that members come at three with their lunch-
eons undigested, and then become rather can.
tankerous, with the result that sittings are
unduly prolonged.

Question put and passed.

MOTION-RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION,
DWARDA-NARROGIN.

lion. J. A. OREIG (South-East) [4.38]: 1
move-

That in the opinion of this House the
Government should instruct the Railway
Advisory Board to furnish an up-to-date
report on the advisability of constructing
the Dwarda-Narrogin railway, or to recom-
mend alternative routes for the purpose of
shortening the distance between the Great
Southern districts and the metropolitan
area, so as to serve the greatest number of
people and the best interests of the State.
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,as q6 whole-, qn4L also to report whre, in
their opiaions the line from .Dwarda should
prce to'itot constructed to Narrogin,

I hae. rovdeda mp hreso that hon.
mettobn5s will have a better opportunity of
followixg my remarks. I wish to make plain
the position I occupy. The report of tile Bail-
way Advisory Board, oil the strength of which
the line is being constructed, dlutes back 1t
or 12 years, and in my opinion is obsolete.
I fear that the construction of the line will
cause great injustice, because the orgunents
which. supported the construction It or 1I2
years ago are to-dtiy non-existentt. One of the
chief arguments in favour of tle line fromj
Dwarda to -Narrogin, which iq a voutirtuation
of the line from Finjara to Dwarda, was the
belief that there would soont be t-ongestion
onl the linle front Narrogin to llrookton. It
WflS realised at that timte that alt the wheat
from Lake (irnee, Dutubleying, and eastward
would conme into -Narrogin and thence go to
Fremantle. But since the Railway Advisory
Board's report was furnisheui, a line hars beeni
built front Wagin to Bowelliag, anid, further,
time Itonbory harbour has ben deepened. fur-
ing thle last eight years, practically the whole
of thle wheat which has passed throutglt Nar.
rogia station has gone to its natural port,
Blunbury. Buibury harbour to-day Can berth
the vessels whtich tarry Our wieNt oversee,
and that was not the case I I or 12 years
ago. Advocates of the line frotm Dwarda to
-Narrogin admit that it is only the first por-
tion of a through line to Artedale, shortening
tile distance fromn tlte Great Southern dis-
tricts to Arinadale. But if hton. mtenmbers
will. look at the map f have here, they will
see that the people of Narrogia can go to
]3rooktoa amid then across to Armondale at prac-
tically the samne distance. Front Armadale
to Brookton is. 60 odd miles, and fronm Arnna-
date to Dwvarda is exactly tite ganme distance.
Thus wo can save the construction of 34 miles
of railway by building a timle front Brooktou
to Armadale, instead of from Nnrrogi to
Armadale. I desire to shlow to thle House
that there is no necessity to construct a line
fronm Dwnrda to Yarrogin, because everyone
onl that route is already served. No one ott
that route to-day is more than 15 miles dis-
tant from somte railway. Thte Uwarda--Nar-
rogin railway was authorised eight years ago,
and some time back the present Gove-rnment
promised to build it. I think, however, that
Ministers had not full information before
them when they arrived at that decision. It
is in order to place full information before
them that r move this motion. I hope the
Government will take into consideration the
latest information before proceeding to ex-
pend £135,000 on the construction of the rail-
way-a railway which in my opinion is not
warranted. When the Railway Advisory
Board's report was made, we did not know
the value of our wheat land and particularly
our gimlet and salmon gum lands as we do
to-day. A line constructed from Thrarda to
Narrogin will run through country which is
already served, no settler being furt her distant

than - 15 miles from a railway. There-
fore the additional produictionx fronm the build-
ing of such a line would be, viery limited in-
deed. I desire to read -in 'extract or two,
from the speech made by Mr. Drew when in-
troduciag the authorising measure eight years.
ago. Froat tlte report of the Commissioner of
Railways, Mr. Drew quoted the following-

''Narogia is 262 miles from Perth, via
Spent-er's Brook; via Dwarda. it is only
143 mtiles. The practice is that where a
station can he reached by two or more.
routes, to charge freight oa the shortest
mileage. We shall, therefore, lose freight
on 19 miles on all traffic from Perth and
Frenman tle to Narrogin, and all stations to.
the southward thereof, and in a lesser d~e-
gr-ee northward as far as about Cuballiag 7
front which poiat the distance to Perth via
either route is equal. Mforeover, the grades
OIL the liothain section are so steep and the
en rves of such small radius that, although
we shall be hound to charge as for the
shtorter distance, we shall have to haul the
traffic via Spencer's Brook at a less rate
tltat we are now receiving. The settlers
between Dwarda and Narrogin will not, it
seems to me, he greatly inconvenienced if
the extension is not made, for they are at
the present timte within 15 miles of either
Williats, Narrogin, or Popanyinning."

That is the report of the Cornmissidner of'
Railways eight years ago. It is strange
thant the Bill should. ever have got
through this Chamber. But, as has been
pointed out to me, the goldfields mem-
bers have never tried to obstruct the
building of anl agricultural railway, bet have
taken thle word of the local member and left
it to the Government to see that the ad-
visory board's report was favourable. Thiff
line otiuld not renmain where it is at present.
It is bad for the working of the railways to,
have too many dead ends. About 12 months
ago the Governmtent, at the request of a
deputation, sent' the advisory board top
llwarda to make a report on the lines going
northwards to Godgatatotine Pool. The
advisory board reported ia favour of a line
to go from Dwarda to Codgatatotine.
But the board were not asked for an opinion
on the line from flwdrdn, to Narrogin, be-
cause that line was reported onl 12 years
ago and a Bill passed for its construction.
If instead of going to Narrogin that line
turned and went to Codgatatotine and thence
northward parallel with the Great Sootbern,
it would serve a great number of people on
the Dale River, people who have been there
for 60 years.

Hon. 3. W. Kirwan: How mnany?
Hon. J. A. OREIG> Scores of them.
Ron. J. Nicholson: Was there recently a

deputation from those people to the Premnier?
Ron. 3. A. GREIG: Yes, asking that a

lins from Brooitos to Armadale should be
constructed. This line from Codgatatotine
Pool northward would serve a great many
people on the South Dale.
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Hon. J. Nicholson: Is it long sines those
people were promised a railway?

Hon. J. A. OBEIG: Yes, Mr. Seaddan, the
-then Pybmier, promnthed them a railway when
funds should be'ivailable. Since then there
bare been changes of Government-all admit-
-ting this claim-and to-day it is still as far
as the line has got.

Hon. J. Nicholson: There is a good settle-
ment there?

Hon. X. A. OREIG:- Yes, and very good
land. People there to-day are growing staff
~within 50 miles of Perth, carting it 30 miles
away from Perth to the railway, and sending
it 118 miles round to the city. It would not
be in the interests of the State for the Gov-
ernment to build a line from Dwarda to
Narrogin through country alrendy served by
a railway, and in some parts by two railways,
leaving those other people without railway
facilities. That is why I am moving the
motion. I want the advisory hoard to make
-a comprehensive report on the question. One
argument put up in favour of building the
line from Dwarda to Narrogin is, that the
,Government have a timber mill between Pin-
jarra andi Dwarda; but if the line were built
they could send their timber through to Nar-
rogin. But it would be of no real advantage
to the Narrogin people, because to-day they
can get their timber from Dowelling or from
Collie, which is just as close as the Govern-
ment mills.

Hon. J. Ewing: There is beautiful timber
there though.

Hon. J. A. GREIG So, too, at the other
places. Moreover, not sufficient timber is
required at Narrogin to warrant the cost of
building a railway. I regret very much that
money should have been spent on the survey
of th is line. Some say that because the line
has been surveyed and passed by Parliament,
it ought to be built. Personally, I do not
like repealing an Act of Parliament, but in
the interests of the State, I think in this case
it should be done. Some say that if a tine
be once promised it ought to be built. I ask
hon. members to consider the Bullfinch rail-
way. To-day one train a fortnight runs
over that line. Had that line not been built,
would anyv member of the Chamber advocate
its construction to-day on the score that it
had been p~romised? The line under review
offers a fair parallel. When it was premised
-we were led to believe there would be con-
gesation on the line between Narrogin and
Brookton. But the building of the other
lines and the deepening of the flunbury Har-
bour have relieved the situation, and althonrh
we have spent money on the survey, it would
be better to cut the loss than build the line
and carry the loss for ever, People east of
Narrogin hare been lea to believe they would
be penalised if the line did not junction at
Narrogin. That is not so. They could just
as well send their produce to Aria-
dale via Brookton. Tie steepest grade
between Narrogin and Dwarda is 1 in 70;

between Broottont and Armadale, it is 1 in
80 and betwden Dwarda and Armadale it
would be about 1 in 60.

Hon. 0. W. Miles: And f rom Brookton to
Narrogin7

Hon. J. A. GREIG: I do niot know what
the grade is, but there is a fairly steep pinch.
However, that would not matter so much,
because all loading 10 miles south of Nar-
regin goes through Wagin to Ilunbury. Only
chaff and wool go to Fremantle from Nar-
rogin. The train starts with a light load,
and when it gets t4l Brookton, where the other
lines come in, the load is increased. Some
say thme uhaking of the junction at Rrookton
will affect the working of the railways
because most of the engine-drivers live at
Narrogin. I maintain that if the junction
were imade at Brookton instead of at Dwarda
it would make no difference to Narrogin, for
the engine-drivers -could still live at Narrogin.
It will be seen from the map that if the line
conmes to Brookton all the people along the
line from Narrogin to Drookton will get the
advantage of a short cut to Perthi. So, too,
will the people of Corrigin. I hope soon to
see a line builtifrom Corrigin to Kondinin and
thence eastward to Porreatonia where there is
sonme of the finest wheat land in the State. In
the interests of Western Australia the junc-
tion should be made at Brookton, rather than
at Narrogin. Recently the advisory board
handed in a report of what they consider the
best method of serving the Newdegate laads.
They recomimended that a line should go out
from Kondinin 10 miles eastward, and then
run down through the Newdegate country.
A record of rainfall has been kept at Forres-
tonia for the last 17 years. It gives an
average of 13.93 inches. If I were asked
to state what I thought to be the best wheat
growing rainfall, I do not think- I could Jim-
prove on that. I can scarcely understand
the Government proceeding to build the rail-
way to Narrogin. An amount has been placed
on the Estimates for a railway from Dwarda
eastward. I noticed in the Press the
other day that the member for Williams-Nar-
rogin in the Assembly asked the Premier
why they had camouflaged the Dwarda-Nar-
rog-in railway by, terming it Dwnrda eastward;
and the Premier remarked that it meant the
same line. So I presume it is the intention of
the Government to construct that line. I am
only moving the motion with a view to as-
sisting the Government to dlo what I believe
the advisory board think is in the best in:
terests of the State. When we -reeall the
speech made by Mr. Drew in moving the sec-
ond reading of the Bill in this House, it will
be remembered that the three leading points
contained in that speech were-Ml) The routek
via Dwarda is 19 miles shorter from Perth
or F'remantle to Nar-ogin, but the Railway
Department would lose that quantity of
freight, because they could not send a ton of
stuff over the line, but would rather carry
it by the longer route via Spencer 's
Brook to Narrogin. (t.) 'The settlers
between Dwnrda and Nnrrogin are elready
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nerved by a railway, and (3.) the railway
would not develop any extra aiea of country
and would not add anything directly to the
re-venue. Also Mr. Drew read areport by Mr.
Babbington, which stated that within 12%
miles of the proposed line there were 133,000
acres of alienated land and] 45,000 acres of
unalienated land, In point of fact, if one
wont 12% miles away from the route, one
would be well across the existing line
before he reached Narrgin. However,
of this area of unalienated land, 8,000
acres were shown to be first-class, 3,000 acres
second-class, and 26,000 thirdl-class. In other
words there was over 4,000 acres of third-
class land to every aere of first-class land.
Thle informatiot before the heads of the Rail-
way Department was such that I can under-
stand the Commissioner not wanting to see the
line built. I spoke to the present Com-
missioner about eight weeks ago. He
is of the same opinion to-day. He assured

-me that if the line were constructed, lie would
never send a ton of stuff ov-2r it, but would
rather send it round the long distance and
lose the 19 mile freight. One engine
would pull twice as much over the
one route as it would over the other.
The grade from Pinjarra. to Dwarda
is one in 30. The steepest grade through the
ranges the otherwa-y is one in 60. The length
of the line between Uwarda and Narrogin is
34 miles. Production along the line is
limited. Every man is within 15 miles of the
railway. If we take those outside a distance
of 10 miles from the railway we find they do
'not grow enough to make up a train load dur-
ing the year. From Lake Grace to Newdegate
is 34 miles. If we build that railway *~e should
increase the production of the State, the re-
venue of the Railway Department and confer
a benefit on Western Australa as a whole.

Rfon. J. Ewing: Th~ey are going to build
that line.

Hfon. J1. A. GREIG: I hope so. Some pea-
lple say that the line from Narrogin to Arna-
dale should be built; also the line from
Brookton to Armadale. There are only two
settlers along the 60 miles odd of the route
from Uwarda to Armadale who arc not
served by either the Dwarda or the
Armadale end. This motion is simply a
request for an up-to-date report and no miem-
ber could object to that. I presume it is de-
sired that the Government Should have the
fullest possible information in order that they
may determiae what is best to be done for
the State. I am sorry I have to take up this
st~il. Some of my personal friends live along
the Dwarda-Narrogin route. Most men like to
hare a railway as near their homes as possible.
I feel, however, in thle interests of the State,
I am bound to oppose this line. 1 have noth-
ing to gain by opposing it. All my property
is at Narrogin. If the building of a line into
Narrogin would enhance the value of property
of other citizens of Narrogin I would also
reap the advantage. I cannot sit idly by and
allow this line to be built to Narrogin, know-

ing that it is not in the best interests of the
State, and I should feel ashamed of myself if
I did not give utterance to my views.

Hon. C. F. BAXTER (East) E5.3]: Mr.
Greig should be eoinffiended for the stand
lhe has taken in connection with the Narrogin-
Owairda tine. He must have known when he
took action to have the construction of the
line stopped that he would stir up a hornets'
~ieat w~hich would disturb his pence for some-
time to come. From my knowledge of the dis-
trict, I think the stand taken by him is per-
fectly correct. From all the information we
have, thle construction of the line from Nar-
rogin to Uwarda is not warranted. The money
could he better used in other parts of the
State. Thle plea is that it will connect those
districts direct with Fremantle and assist the
working ef the railways. Mr. Greig has stated
that the Commissioner could not use the line
commercially. I was always of opinion that
the grade of that line was one in 41). To my
alarm, it appears to be one in 30.

Hon. J, A. Greig: It is one in 30 train the
coast to Owarda, but one in 40 from Dwarda,
to the coast.

lion. C. P. BAXTEBR: Then it can never
he a, commercial proposition. If there was
enough good land there it might warrant the
constructiomi of the line but 1 know there is
very little good land there. The line would be
in opposition to the connecting line between.
Armiadale and Brookton. The supporters of
the proposition said that the line from Nar-
rogin through Dwards to Fremantle will
shorten the distance for the carriage of pro-
duce from those districts. It would therefore
be well to analyse the position. The bulk of
thle wheat grown in the district would go
through the Brookton section and from Brook-
ton to iiarrogia. Onl the Great Southern rail-
way there is a steep grade. If the line under
discussion were built it would make the car-
riage of wheat along it almest impossible.

Hfon. J. A. Greig: And it would be shorter
the Other way.

Hon. C. P. BAXTER: And much better,
too. It would be very much better to have
the line from Brookton to Armadale for the
land is of very mnuch better quality. There
is far more more first class land along
thnt route than along the Narrogin-
Divarda. route. The motion asks for further
inquiry by the railway advisory board. The
facts put forward by Mr. Greig warrant the
Government in taking action in that direc-
tion. Such an inquiry will be helpful to
them. If there is any doubt about the line
being a good proposition, they should want
to know, and should grasp this opportunity
of having the necessary inquiries made. The
line from Brookton to Armadale has a grade
of one in 80. This makes it a sound proposi-
tion in conjunction with the good quality of
the land that will be served. I hope the
motion will he carried and that a thorough
inquiry will be made as to the advisability
of proceeding with the construction of the
Narrogin-fiwarda line.

Question put and passed.
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BILLS (2)-tECEIVED FROM THE
.A:SSEMBLY.

1, Miner's Phthisis.
2, Hospitals.
Read, a first time.

BILL,-LAND TAX AND INCOME TAX
ACT, 1922, AMENDMENT.

- Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the previous day.
Ron. -I. NIC HOLSON (Metropolitan)

[5.30): I regret I was not present when the
Leader of the House introduced this Bill
yesterday. I understand his purpose is to
amend a Bill of a similar nature that was
passed a few days ago. The section it is
sought to amend is No. 6, Subsection 1. It
will be recalled that there was a word in-
serted towards the end of that section which
had been omitted but had to be restored,
namely the word "'net.'' This was inserted
before the words ''amount of the income tax
imposed as aforesaid.'' It liae been recog-
nised by many people that the method
adopted by the Taxation Department in con-
nection with the addition of the super tax
provided for in Section 6 is wrong. Power
was first given, I think, by ' the Act of 1920
to add a super tax of 15 per cent, to the
ordinary taxation. It was thought by all
concerned that the 15 per cent. super tax

-would be added to the net income tax. For
example, assuming that one drew his income
partly from one source and partly from
another. Let me take it that a man draws
his income partly from company dividends.
The company pay the dividend tax.

Hon. G. W. vfiles: Do they put the super
tax on to thatl

lion. J. NICHOLSON: Yes. Since 1919
companies would pay the higher rate im-
posed by the Act of that year. The mnaxi-
mum rate that the company used to pay was
Is. 3d. In order to get over the difficulty,
which presented itself by people sometimes

*forming their business into a company, it
was provided a few years ago that if the
income tax was more than the Is. 3d. rate,
the higher rate should be paid. A company
pays the rate required under the Dividend
Duties Act, and there is also an addition of
the 15 per cent. super tax. Under Section 5,
which corresponds with sections in other Acts
that have been passed since 1920, it is pro-
tided that deductions shall be made for duty
paid under the Dividend Duties Act. That is
to say, if I earn income from dividends re-
ceived from a company, then under the pro-
vision I refer to, credit has to be given to
me for the duty paid by me under the
Dividend Duties Act. In place of first making
the deduction, the following is the method
adopted by the Taxation Department: In
the first place, they assess the amount of
the tax. Having ascertained what the in-
come is, they then assess the tax. When
they arrive at the amount, they add 15 per
cent, as super tar and then they have a cor-

tamn result. Then, assumning that a sotain
atnountof the ineomeis from dividends, the,.
department deducts the amount paid as duty
from these two amounts. That is a wrong
method.

The Minister for Education: Whyl
Hon. J. NICHOLSON: Because the Act

intends that the assessment should be made
in the following way:-Z'irst they should
ascertain the tax; then the taxpayer is en-
titled to credit for the amount paid under
the Dividend Duties Act, and then the 15 per
cent, super tax is added. If I pay a tax of
£100 and, assuming I am entitled to a de-
duction under the Dividend Duties Act of
£:50, that would leave £50, on which a 15 per
cent, super tax would be calculated.

The Minister for Education: Of course,
you know that this cannot apply to a person
paying a tax of £100. You are giving an
impossible illustration.

Bon. A. Lovekin: The minimum to which
it can apply is £,1,960.

Hon. J. NICHOLSON: I am aware of
that. I am simply giving the smaller figure
by wvay of illustration. There would be
added to the result, the 15 per cent. super
tax which would give a totally different re-
suit to that under the method adopted by
the Taxation Department. I have an in-
stance here which is in accordance with
the Act. The total income was £0,795 and
on that the rate of tax would be 24.17d.,
the amount of tax b ,ein 382 3s. 9d.

The Minister for Edufcation: Are we to
assume that the whole of that income is
derived from personal exertion or by way
of dividends?

Hon. J. NICHOLSON: It may be partly
derived from one and partly from the other
source,

The Minister for Education: We must
know what the income is derived from, be-
fore we can follow your argument.

Hon. J. NICHOLSON: Well, the income
may be derived partly from personal exertion
and partly from dividends.

The Minister for Education: If you cannot
give us that information we cannot follow
your argument. Are we to assume that the
income is largely derived from dividends?

Hon. J. NICHOLSON: Yes, The income,
as a matter of fact, was mainly derived front
dividends,

Hon. G. W. Miles: Have you got the pro-
portions?

Hon. J1. NICHOLSON: No, I have not
got those details. The greater proportion,
however, was derived from dividends, I am
assumning that part of the income was from
personal exertion and the greater proportion
from dividends. On that the tax would be
£382 3s. 9d. According to the method ad-
opted by the Taxation Department the 15
per cent, super tax is added to that. That
super tax amounts to £56 6s. 7d., which
would give a total of £439 10s. 4d. Under
Section 5 credit has to be given for the
amount the taxpayer is entitled to under the
Dividend Duties- Act. in this caue I am
giving credit for £272 15a. 4d,
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Hon. A. Lovekin: I have the exact figures
in -that ease.

Hon. J. NICHOLSON: The next tax there-
fore in that particular ease under the de-
partment 's method, Would be 1066 15s. The
method I claim should be adopte is as fol-
lowa: The department should first assess the
income tax which, according to my method,
would be exactly the same on the income of
£3,795, namely £382 3s. 9d. At that stage,
I contend, I should receive the credit I am
entitled to nder Section 5, in connection
with the Dividend Duties Act. That should
be deducted at the outset. Deducting the
amount I am entitled to under that Act,
namely £272 15a. 4d., from the tax, the bal-
ance would be £109 8s. 5d. I then add the
15 per cent. super tax to that net result. The
super tax would work out at :616 8s, 3d.
making the tax payable £125 16s. 8d. Under
the department's method the tax payable is
£188 Isa. So that there isp a difference be-
tween the two methods of £48 18s. 4d. This
is ,arrived at by the simple method of de-
duzcting the amount I am entitled to under
Section 5.

The PRESIDENT: I take it you intend
to connect your remarks with the word
''net.''

Hon. J. NICHOLSON: That is what I am
doing.

The Minister for Education: Why should
the person receiving income from dividends
pay £E40 less than a person who receives the
Income in thbe ordinary way?

Ron. A. Lovekin: 'Because the Act says so.
Rion. J. NICHOLSON: Decause that is the

proper method of acertaining how the tax
should be arrived at. Section 6 of the Land
Tax and Income Tax Act, as passed by us
recently, read as follows:-

6. (1) In addition to the income tax
-payable' under- the preceding provisions of
this. 'Act, there shball be charged, levied,
collected, and paid, for the use of His Ma-
jesty tinder and subject to the Acts re-
ferred to in section two, oin the income
,chargeable of all taxpayers, arid on such
incomes as are liable to tax under section
five, at super-tax equal to fifteen per cen-
turn of the amount of the income tax im-
posed as aforesaid.

The Word "net," of course, was inserted in
the subsection too.

The Mfiniiter for Education: Don't you
ad mit that inder your method, the man re-
ceiving income from dividends would escape
taxation that the man receiving his income
*from, person exertion would have to pay?

Hon. J. NICHOLSON: He would not es-
cape taxation. He would pay what was a
just and fair amount.

the Minister for Education: Of course hie
would escape taxation.

Hon. 3. NICHOLSON: It is a question of
how the tax should be ascertained. There is
only one way of doing that, and that" is to

loleflow the wording of the Act. That indi-
cstes that the amount of tax should be as-
certained. Then the amount of the deduction

allowed under the Dividend Duties Act should
be taken off dd then the super tax added.
That is a fair and equitable method of ar-
riving at the tax. The department's method,
which it is sought to perpetuate in the Bill,
is wrong and unfair.

The Minister for Education: Why is it
wrong and unfair?

Hon. 3. NICHOLSON: For the simple
reason that it is wrong that the taxpayer
should be taxed twice over. So far as it re-
lates to income Which line been derived from
dividends, the income tax and super tax has
already been paid.

The Minister for Education: Your own
figures show that the person receiving income
by way of dividends escapes taxation to the
extent of £E40 compared with the person who
receives his income in the usual way.

Hon. A. Lovekin:i That is what the Act
contemplates.

The PRESIDENT: I think the hion. mnem-
ber should be allowed to state his case. Other
hion. members will have their opportunity
subsequently.

Hon. 3. NICHOLSON: Section 5 states
clearly that I am entitled to the credit I
have referred to and the amethod I suggest is
the one which is contemplated by the Act.
Tlhe alteration proposed in, the Bill is not
justified in view of the fact that the Act
i'as so recently considered by this Chamber.

The PRESIDENT: Then you oppose the
second reading.

H-on. 3. NICHEOLSON: Yes.

lion. A. LOVEKIN (Metropolitan) [5.291:
I suggest that we should allow the Bill to
pass the second reading and take it into
Comimittee, for two reasons. This is a mat-
ter that can be better thrashed out in
Committee and, in addition, it is advisable
that w-e should make ant amendment to See:-
tion 2 of the Act so as to correct an error
which has crept in, as a few other errors
have crept into other Acts as well. If we
allow the section to remain as it stands, the
Act will debar anyone from getting any
advantage front the exemptions we granted
when &e passed the Assessment Bill recently.
It sets out that the increased tax from .006d.
to .007d. is to apply under Section 2 of the
Land anal Income Tax Assessment Amend-
ment Act of 1921. That Act allows exemp-
tions of £100 and £C156 and provides for no
allowance for travelling expenses and other
matters and this Act is to apply to that 1921
Act, whereas when we raised the tax from
.006d. to .007d., it was clearly understood
that the difference, which would amount to
about 35 per cent., was to cover the £200
exemption, the travelling expenses and other
matters. It seems to me that unless we
make this amendment, knowing the depait-
ment as I do and knowing that they will get
every penny they can by hook or by crook,
they will adopt the attitude, "4True you are
paying a higher tax, bitt there are no ex-
emuptions this year; yoo will have to wait
until next year, because this Act says it
applies only to the Assessment Act of 192-1
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and nuot 1922.2' 1 think it is essential to
makei that. amndmenit. Regarding the
word "'net". I contended that whether the
word: was there or not, the effect ,was exactly
the same. As I construe Section 5 it must
Mean the net income and nothing else. Sec-
tion 5 in effect says-

If the income chargeable of any person,
together with income received by him in
respect of the dividends of a company
sukfject to duty under the Dividend Duties
Act 1902 exceeds such sum-E1,960-
without regard to the super tax imposed
by Section 6, income tax shall be payable
by such person on the amounft of such
aggregate income.

That means the income from dividends and
the income fronm other sources. On that the
tax is payable andt is imposed. But the sec-
tion goes on to say-

but he shall receive credit for the duty
payable under the Dividend Duties Act
1902 in respect of his income derived fronm
a company as aforesaid.

This section is quite clear. From the aggre-
gate income-dividends, property, and per-
sonal exertion-the taxpayer shall be en-
titled to receive credit for the duty payable
under the Dividend Duties Act in respect of
his income derived from a company. That
seems to be fair. The intention is to put
all sources of income together, and give
credit for the amount a company has paid
by way of dividend duties, that is Is. 3d.
in the pound plus the super tax of 15 per cent
Whatever the amount of income might be,
the taxpayer begins by subtracting the
amount paid by the company. Then he
ascertains the rate of tax by the formula
set down in the Act, applies the tax, and
super-imposes the 15 per cent. That is
clearly what the Act means and the only
reason some of us sought to insert the word
''net'' was that the department have always
fefused to construe the Act in that way." It
is perfectly true that uinder this method
qome people getting income partly from per-
sonal exertiowq and partly from dividends
will pay less tax than a person who derives
all his income from personal exertion.

The Minister for Education: You are dis-
puting with the mover of the amendment
now-

Ron. A. LOVEKIN: I can only give my
own view. I do not believe that this
operates fairly, but that is the law. It
should be remedied. Let us get back to the
genesis. Originally this was a concession to
persons who were members of companies.
The dividend tax cuts two ways. If a per-
son's income is £150 only, and the whole of
it is derived from dividends, he pays
Is. 3d. plus 15 per cent, which is equal to
6'/4 per cent. on tbe £150. If the income
were derived from personal exertion only,
the person would be exempt from tax alto-
gether. That is not quite right. Knowing
this was happening, the framers of the
measure said that persons making larger
dividends must pay so mueh more. Instead
of bringing them up, as I think should have
been done-there is not much difference how

a man gets his income; all should pay alike
-it was said that a man getting income front
dividends should not pay at so high a rate
as a man getting income from personal exter-
tion or from property. That is the principle
underlying this Act and from my point of
view it is utterly wrong. However, we are
not concerned with that at the present
moment. If we wish to make all pay alike,
this section should be amended. I am not
averse to that, because I think all should
pay alike, but we are now dealing with the
Act and not the question whether it is right
or wrong in principle. The Act clearly
says that the aggregate income shall
be taken and credit shall be given for
the tax. The department will not do
this. They of course are endeavouring to get
as much revenue as they can. Some traders
allow 2Y2 per cent, discount and then 7
per cent., while sme allow 71/ per cent.yand
then 2% per cent. It all depends what the
customer will stand. That occurs in the tim-
ber business and it makes a great deal of
difference in the amount of the discount. The
department, to get more revenue, put the
super tax on the end and thus double bank
the super tax.

The Minister for Education: The depart-
ment do nothing of the kind.

Hon. A. LOVEKIN: The Is, 3d. deducted
has already paid the super tax of 15 per cent.
and when the department bring that into

-the income again, after fixing the tax rate,
and then add the 15 per cent, it is obvious
that they are putting that 15 per cent, on the
tax. Instead of it being a super tax on in-
come, it is a super tax on tax, which the
Act does not contemplate at all.

Hon. J. Nicholson: A super tax on super
tax.

Hon. A. LOVEKIN: I say it is wrong that
a person who derives income from dividends
should pay less than a person who derives
income from personal exertion or other means.
If we want to bring about an alteration we
must not tinker with the word "net," but
must alter Section 5, because it is un-
doubtedly clear as to how the tax is to be
imposed. The aggregate income is to be
ascertained and the tax paid by the company
is to be deducted before proceeding to fix the
tax rate. I amt supported in that view by an

opinion, already quoted in the House, given
by Mr. Downing, K.C.

The PRESIDENT: We cannot hear any
lawyer's opinion read in the House. If it
were done the opinion of every lawyer in the
country would be brought here.

Hon. A. LOVEKIN: Would my own opinion
do?

The PRESIDENT:± Yes, we will hear that.
Hon. A. LOVEKIN: I have already in-

flited that on the House and have tried to
make it clear. I now wish to refer to the ease
which Mr. Nicholson had in mind. It is a
case which came before the Taxpayers' As-
sociation. Section 5 in effect provides that
where the income exceeds what is equivalent
to the rate of Is. 3d. in the pound, the tax
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shalt be calculated at the ordinary rate, but
'tboftixpayer- shall be allowed a refund of the
dividend tax paid by the company. The tax
paid by the company is Is. 3d. in the pound
plus I5 per cent, super, tax. Say the income
from personal exertion was £764 and from
dividends iS,190, a total income of £5,960, at
the 2s. 2&. plus the .006d. minus 100, the tax
rate works. tout at 37.56d. per pound, or £922
l6s, 24. tax. That is the aggregate income
-the dividends ..and the persoonl exertion.
From this aggregate income, under Section 5,
is to be deducted the dividead tax paid by the
company, namely, it. 3d. plus 15 per cent.,
or £373 9s. 3d., leaving the net tax payable
£.549 6s. ld. Under Section 6 there is the
super tar of £82 St. Id., making a total of
£631 i5s. Gd. That is the way it ought to
be ealculated. The department do it this
way: Total income £5,960 at 37.56d. per
pound gives a tnx of £-922 l~s. 2d, On that
they put the super tax which amounts to £138
8s. 5d. insteadI of a super tax of £982 8s. 14.

The Minister for Education: With the re-
suit that they make him pay the same as any-
body else.

Hon- A. LOVEKIN:- The Minister is quite
wrong, .If he works it out in a number of
eases he will find that it does not give the
sanme result for everybody. I shall give you
instances where the same method applies, and
where the same payment is not made. Our
taxation methods are unscientific and it is not
possible to equitably follow them out to the
ead. Hon. members will see that there must
be a stop at a certain point in giving effect
to the formula, or you not only swallow all
the income, but you bring the taxpayer into
debt. Such anomalies do exist.

The Minister for Education: You have not
quoted any of these cases.

Han. A. LOVEKIN: I will give some.
I have worked them out, and will refer
to them in Committee. If you add £E138
to the £ 922, you get a total of £1,061, less
duty paid by a company, £ 373, or £687 15s.
4d. tax as against £631 15s. 10d., and if you
work out such a case you will see that the
difference in the tax is £56, being the addition-
of 15 per cent. on the £373 paid by the com-
pany which also includes a super tax of 15
per cent. already paid by the company. I
have no wish to labour this question because
if we are going into details, the best place
to do so welU will be in Committee. But I
may be allowed to refer to another matter
to show the Minister that everything is not
straight sailing. Take an income of, say,
£6,333, on which the tax payable is at the
rate of 39.398d. per £. You get E1.045. Then
take the department's ready reckoner and
refer to page 34 which deals with where the
income chargeable exceeds £4,700. The tax
is brought up to 39d. per £. And their ready
reckoner comes in and shows that you
will pay £791 tax, whereas on the
formula it works out at £1,04-5. The
whole of the taxation business is bristling with
anomnalies and iniquities. When the Act was
framed many of these anomialies were de-

Jectpd, end $4eetiapi was ft3ned.pu4rposely
to give advanta~ge: to the'perso4 rq ceiving divi-
deds I do pot thixk it is righit,, but there
is tb$ Act, and all we -did in December was
to say that we -wished. to have Section 5, in-
terpreted as the Act declared it should be
interpreted and we put in the word "net" to
make the position. clear. If it is desired, and
I think it is desirabe to make everyone pay
the sa'me tax 014 the same armount, it is per-
fectly clear that we shall not do it by itrik-
lug out the word "net" In the meantime,
this is the law of the country, and I do not
think we are called upon to disturb it at the
present time.

Hon. J. J. HOLMES (North) [5.50]: 1
intend to oppose the second reading of the
Bill in a very few words. 1 am not going to
be led into the Committee stage this time as
we were led a few weeks ago by Mr. Love-
kin, with the objct of making certain amend-
ments on arriving at that stage. If we trace
this subject back, we find that it was intro-
duced a few weeks zigo by the Governunent. A
Bill was submitted to the Assembly, I p resume,
after mature Consideration, and that Bill Con-
tained what the Government most have con-
sidered were necessary amendments After
the Bill had been read a second time in the
Assembly, as is the custom with the pre-
sent Government, they allowed some other
party to take hold of it, and that party
moulded it irrespective of the underlying rrin-
ciples contained in it. I am safe in assuming
that the Government did not approve of the
amendments which were inserted ia the Bill,
and I think it was the hope of the Govern-
ment that the Legislative Council would lay
the Bill aside. At one stage there was a
majority in this House, I think, in favour at
that course, but Mr. Lovekin led us into Comn-
mittee on the understanding that he was cap-
able of amending the Bill in an approved
manner. Now to show what the Leader of the
House knows about the Bill-and I say it
without discourtesy, because I give him credit
for having a master mind in. connection with
nll legislation that is brought before this
House. I think he said that it made so dif-
ference whether the word '"net'' went in or
no.

The Minister for Education: I did.
lHon. J. J. HOLMES: The Premier told

another place that it did not matter *tether
the word ''net" appeared or not. We are
asked now in the seventh month of the session
to be led into Committee so that Mr. Lovekin
might put a seal on the Bill and rectify all
the wrongs that have been made. I am going
to vote against the second reading of the ]Bill,
and if there is anything wrong about it, let
the Government put a clean Bill before us so
that in a few months time when we meet
saai we may give it the attention it requires.
It they do that, I beseech them to stand by
their own Bill and not ron away from it as
they have been accustomed to doi.

flea. J. CORNELL (South) r5.531: It
seems as if it were only yesterday when 'we
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were discussing this subject. If bon. members
will turn to their file of Bills, and compare
Clause 6 of the Bill marked No. 33 with Sub-
clause I of Clause 2 of the Bill before us,
they will find that the clauses are identical.

Hion. J. Nicholson: With the exception of a
couple of words.

Hon. J. CORNELL: One says, "the pre-
ceding sections of this Act t ' and the other
says, "'Sections 2 and 5 both inclusive," which
ii tweedledumn and tweedledee. This House is
naked after an interval of about three weeks
to reverse a decision previously arrived at.

The Minister for Education: Under a mis-
apprehension.

Hon. J1. CORNELL: There was no mis-
apprehension at all, Those who desired the
amndment knew what they were after.

The Minister for Education: Did anyone
else know?

Raon. 3. CORNELL: It was not likely that
they were going to provide powder and shot
for the Minister to use oni then- They kinew
what they were after and they succeeded in
having it passed, and the Minister in charge
of the Bill in another piace said that it did
not matter so far as the administration of the
Act was concerned whether "'not'" went in or
was left out. It is nlow discovered that there
was something material about the amendment,
and the Government have discovered their mis-
takte. Assume for the sake of argument that
the Minister responsible for this was asso-
ciated with a private establishmnent and comn-
initted such a grievous blunder. Only one
thing would haptien-he would be put -on the
readl. A remarkable history, too, surrounds
the measure put forward by this Chamber to
bring about some elasticity and easement ifl
Connection with taxation. We find that last
year a portion of the Taxation Bill was lost,
and that that loss had a material effect on the
people to whomi it was sought to give relief.
Now we find that the Bill which was agreed to
only three weeks ago has the fateful word
4 9net"I omitted in the print, and we find, too,
and it is a rather strange coincidence, that
the people who wanted the corn, got nothing
but the husk. They discovered early in the
piece that the Bill as approved FInd printed
was not in conformity with the Bill as agreed
to by this House and another place. Time
"-as taken by the forelock and inquiries were
made from the Crown Solicitor, who said that
the omission of "'net" was a printer'Is error
or that perhaps the word had dropped out.
If it was discovered that soniathing had hap-
pened which was goiuaz to resuilt in the loss of
revenue, I consider that the Government have
been wrongly advised. I1 believe that on the
,occasion when the matter was before the
House I supported this particular amendment.

The Minister for Education: There was no
division.

Ron. X1. CORNELL: Had there been a
division I would have voted for the amend-
ment, because T recegniqe that on questions
such as the imposition of taxation there must
be some finesse, and I could not possibly be
expected to get consideration and easement for

that section of the community that 1
try to represent in this House unless
I was prepared to give some measure of
support to other sections of the community.
Life itself is a com~promise, even at home
with one's wife. So is legislation of this
character, If those who knew what they
were after allow this Hill to go through its
second reading into Committee, they stultify
their own acts,

Hon. J. Nicholson: I object to the second
reading.

Hon. J. CORNELL: I do not profess to be
an authority on the imposition of income tar.
One year I objected, and the following year
I got an adjustment. The Taxation Depart-
mnent discovered that I had paid £1. too much
that year but they also discovered that in
the previous year, when I had raised no
objection, I had paid £1 Os. 5d. too little, so
I came out of the deal 5d. to the bad. The
Bill, 1 understand, applies only to dividends
and the super tax. The process is said to be
a simple one. For argument's sake, if a
taxpayer collects in dividends from the Creat
Boulder mine £10,000, he is liable to a divi-
dlend tax of £1,000.

Hon. J. Nicholson: The company pay that.
Hon. J. CORNELL: If the company do

not pay it he has to pay it. As a consequence,
his dividend is £9,000, and not £10,000. When
it conies to a computation for imposing super
tax his income in that respect is charged
with £10,000 and not with £9,000..

Hon. A. Lovekin: If the company did not
pay the tax, the taxpayer would pay more.

Hon. J. CORNELL: The position is con-
fusing. If the dividend duty is not high
cuouAh, let us make it higher. The taxation
having beern taken in the form oif dividend
duty, T tbiuk it shoud be an allowance in
the imposition of the supier tax. I shall vote
accordingly.

Hon, G, W. MILES (North) 1 6.5]: No
vote was takien on the amendment for the
insertion of the word "1net" during the
Committee stage. I sti ported the proposal.
However, I wk5 under a misapprehension if
the arguments put up this afternoon are
correct. If the effect of the insertion of the
word ''net" is to exempt persons receiving
their incomes in the form of dividends from
paying the same tax as those who obtain
their incomes from personal exertion; I am
opposed to it. I think the Bill should be
allowed to go into Commnittee, so that any
error may be amended. Mir. Lovekin put up
a case. He distinctly suggested that that
was the position; and the Leader of the
House, in putting the Bill before mem-
bers, also said that that was the position.
In the circumstances, I shall vote for the
second reading of the Bill, with the object
of -having any necessary amendment made in
Committee. so that all people eanine n
certain income, whether by way of dividends
or personal exertion, shall pay exactly the
same taxation.
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The :MINISTER FOR EDUCATION (Hon.
H. P.. Colebatch-East-in reply) (6.7J: 1
can oflly say that-during the time I have been
in this House, I have never been so much

aaed as I was at certain speeches made
this afternoon. I heard Mr. Lovekia's speech
when the original measure 'wag before the
House. I also heard the speech he made this
afternoon. Had his speech this afternoon
been made on the original measure I do not
think members would have voted for the
insertion of the word ''net.'" I can quite
understand Mr. Miles having misunderstood
the position. When Mr. Lovekin was speak-
lag on the former Bill I put to him the ques-
tion whether the insertion of the word ''net''
*-would secure equity as between the two
classes of taxpayers. The bon. member
without giving a direct answer to my question
said that the inclusion of the word ''net"
would do justice to the taxpayer.

Hon. A. Lovekin, I say that now.
The MINISTER FRo EDUCATION: The

bon. member's answer won that the inclusion
of the word ''Dot'' would do what the Act
intended and would do justice to the 'tax-
payers. I accepted that, rightly or wrongly,
as being an answer to my question. The
Commissioner of Taxation was present in
the House and I consulted him and he said
''Yes, it will make no difference.'' On the
strength of that I refrained from making
any, personal investigation and allowed the
amendment to go without discussion. I
would like hon. members to accept the figures
put up by Mr. Nicholson, because those
figures conclusively prove the ease which I
put up yesterday. I took a note of them,
and I dare say other members did the same
thing. There was an income of £3,795. The
rate was 24.17d. The tax was £382 3s. 9d.
The additional 15 per cent, was £.57 6s. 7d.
The total was £439 10s. 4d. That is the tax
which an ordinary taxpayer, deriving his in-
come from business, or from personal exer-
dion, would hare to 'pay. If the income was
derived in the way Mr. Nicholson suggested
from dividends, the method of the Taxation
Department would be to pit the 15 per cent.
on before deducting the amount the taxpayer
received in dividends, charging the £439
10s. 4d. Then the department would
deduct £272 15s. 4d., leaving £:166 i5s.;
the taxpayer having previously paid £272
159. 4d. by way of dividend duty at Is. 3d.
plus 15 per cent. Takcing these two figures
together, it will be seen that he pays exactly
the same amount as the ordinary taxpayerI
namely £439 10s. 4d. Mr. Nicholson's argu-
ment is that from the £382 3s. O9d. we
should Enrt deduct the £272 1s. 4d., leaving
£109 8s. 5d. Then Mr. Nicholson says we
should put on the super tax of £16 lfis. 3d.,
making a total of £125 16s. 8d. Adding to
that amount the £272 15s. 4d., Wve have a
total of £389 129. Deducting that total from
£439 10s. 4d., we see that the taxpayer de-
riving his income from dividends would es-
cape 140 18s. 4d. of his just taxation. - The

her, menmber says that is in accordance with
-Sectioni 5. ' .That in only in accordance Withi the
reading which the, hon. member and Mr. Lov-
kin choose to give to Section,5. -The ques,
tion has already been investigated, and Mr.
Lovekin was good enough just now to hand
me a letter from the Taxation Commissioner,
dated 10th May, 1922, f he -first paragraph of
which reads-

With referenice to your appeal against-
your State assessment on income derived
during the year ended 30th June, 1921, 1
desire to infornm you that the point raised-
therein has already been decided by the
Court Of review, with the result that thA
departmental method of assessment was
upheld.
Hon. A. Lovekin: The department refuse to

allow an appeal from that. -

The MINISTER FG t EDUCATION:
What happened was that certain taxpayers
deriving their income from dividends en-
d&avoured to set up the position that the
reading of Section 5 compels the Income Tax
Commissioner to make these deductions before.
lie puts on the super tax. They -have been
ruled out by thie cou rt of review.

H~on. A. Lorekin: That court is the dte-
partment.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: Now
they have sought to put this word '"net'"
into Section 6 in order to enable them to
beat the department, after having failed to
do it on the wording of Section 5.

Hon. A. Lovekin: The department Will not
let them go to tlhe court. That is the trouble.

The MINISTER FOR EUCATION: The
method which the department now adopt and
which this Bill will secure means that per-
sons receiving their income from personal ex-
ertion, or from personal exertion plus divi-
(leads, or from dividends only, will in every
ease on the same income pay exactly the same
taxation. The intention of those who put
forward this amendmaent-I sa* it deliber-
ately-although they concealed that intention
from the Rouse, is to enable persons obtain-
ing their income partly or wholly from divi-
decnds to escape a portion of the taxation that
other income taxpayers have to pay. Mr.
Nicholson says that that is- a right thing and
Mr. Lovekia says it is a wrong thing. They
dispute against each other in every respect.
However, the fact is that the Rouse inserted
the word ''net'' on the assumption that it
was going to bring about equality between
the two classes of taxpayers.

Hon. A. Lovekin: No.
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: I

thought it was, and Mr. Mfiles thought it was.
I asked the direct question of Mr. Lovekin
because I respect his opinion on these mat-
ters. The hon. member told me that the in-
sertion of the word ''net'' Would give effect
to the intention of the Net and do justice to
the taxpayers.-

Haon. A. Lovekin: I say that to-day.
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: But

the. hon. member has now explained -what be
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means by it, and that is something 1gery dif-
ferent.

Hon. G. W. Miles: Mr. Lovekin was not in
charge of the Bili.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: I
have already said that I accept every respon-sibility. for not having investigated the mat-
ter personally. However, I took Mr. Love-
kin's assurance, backed up by the State Comt-
missioner of Taxation, and did not investi-
gate the matter myself. The matter has
since been investigated by the Grown Law
Department, and I assure the House that not
to pass the Bill will mean that certain large9
drawers of dividends will escape their pro-
per taxation. Mr. Lovekin says that because
people of incomes of only £150 derived fronm
dividends pay a higher rate than other people
receiving a similar income from personal exer-
tion, people drawing very large incomes
from dividends ought to pay a lower
rate in order to even the matter up!
If this Bill is not passed, it means that
certain persons deriving large incomes from
4ividends will escape a portion of the taxa-
tion which they ought to pay.

Question put and a division taken with the
following result-

Ayes .. .. .3I

Noes . .5

Majority for

Ayes
14on. A. Durvili Rnt
Hon. H1- P. Colebatch. HoI
Hon. J. Duffell [Flo
Hon. J. Ewing 140
Hon. J..Harerie Ho
Hon. V1 . Gamre Ho
Hon. E. ft. Harris

Nose.
Han. C. V. Baxter JHo
Han. J. Cornell Ho
Hon. J. J. Holmes I
Question thus passed.
Bill read a second time.

n. 0. W. Miles
a. 0. Potter
n. 19. Rose
n. HT. Saddon
'n. P. E. S. witmot
a. V. A. Beglin

(Teller.)

n. A. Lovekin
n. J. Nicholson

(Teller.)

Sifting wspended from 6.15 to 7.80 ii.si.

BILL-INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION ACT
AMENDMTENT.
Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the previous day.
Hon. A. LOVEKIN (Metropolitan) [7.31]:

In the view I take of the Bill it will remain
for me to show hon. members that it is a
ineasure on which they should exercise at
least one of the primary functions of this
House, namely, to stop hasty legislation. If
ever there was a Bill in the nature of hasty
legislation, this is one- The Minister in

moving the second reading told us it was
practically an agreed-upon Hill1, that there
had been conferences between the Govern-

went. and those representing the employers
and those representing the employees, and
that the Bill provided the one pont on
which both sides were agreed. Il have
authority for stat~ng-and other members
c-an support me-that the Minister's state-
'nt is not correct. What was agreed at
some conference between the Premier and
the Minister and others was that there
should be only one judge of the Arbitration
Court and that he should be a legally quali-
fied practitioner.

The Minister for Education : That is
entirely wrong. I can produce the minutes
to show that it is wrong. No such agree-
ment was ever arrived at.

R-on. A. LOVEKIN: I ean only say that
the day before yesterday I and some other
uiembers were advised by the Employers'
Federation that what was suggested was
that there should be only one judge-

The inister for Education: You said just
now what was agreed, not what was
suggested.

Ron. A. LOVENIN: Well, what was put
IIl) at the conference, what they were agree-
able to. Both parties were agreed that there
shoufld be one permnrent judge only.

The Minister for Education: That is abso-
lutely incorrect.

i-on. A. LOVEIKIN: And that that judge
should he a legally qualified practitioner,
while the two lay members of the court wete
to be abolished.

The Mifnister for Education -. No such
agreemnn~t was ever arrived at.

Rlon. A. LOVEKIIN: That is the inforuma-
tin given, not only to me, but to other hon.
nmembers. It it is right, of course the Bill
is not in accordance with it. Apart from
that altogether, there are many reasons why
the Bill, at any rate this session, should be
laid aside. Before I sit down I will move
that the Bill be read this day six months.
A inOr reason against the Bill is the score
of expense. I agree that no expense is too
great if by it we were to attain industrial
peace. But we are not going to attain it
by the mnethod. proposed in the Bill. Ever
since Federation it has been admitted that
in this State three judges are sufficient to
carry out all the legal business required;
for many of the cases go to thu High Court.
WMe have three judges for the legal part of
the business, while the fourth judge has
been. appointed in order that the bench
might supply a president for the Arbitra-
t'ion Court. Hon. members will remember
that at the last election Mir. Draper, the then
Attorney General, was unseated. Whilst un-
seated, but still holding the position of
Attorney General , he exercised his preroga-
tive as Attorney General to make appoint-
ments to the beach, and duly recommended
himself; and, in order that there might be
a position open, he arranged with Mr.
Justice Rooth, then an occupant of the
bench, to retire on pension, so that he, Mr.
Draper. might take his place and become
part of the bench, and President of the
Arbitration Court-not that he wanted the

8
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latter position. That having been arranged
by the Government, and that expense having
been incurred, it seems strange that in our
present financial position we should seek
to put aside Mr. Justice Draper, put him
hack on the Supreme Court Beaeh, where
he is really not required, and appoint
another gentleman as permanent president
of the Arbitration Court, a gentleman with-
tnt the qualifications of a judge or a lawyer,
yet with the salary of a puisne judge.

Hon. J. Ewing: Why should be not have
that salary?

Hon. A. LOVEKIN: When the State is in
this financial plight, it is bad econmy to
appoint another gentleman on the same
salary to supersede a judge already in re-
ceipt of a salary but who Is really not re-
quired on the Supreme Court Beneb. I
should like to point out just what all this
is costing the country. We have the late
Chief Justice on a pension of £1,000 a year;
we -have three other judges costing £5,600
per annum, and we have Mr. Justice Draper
at another £1,700, and Mr. Justice Booth on
pension, £700. Now we prpose to appoint an-
other gentleman at the sme salary. I want to
know what for. The last appointment I
-view in the light, more or less, of jobbery.
I do not want to see another job perpetrated
in this State. It is said this position of
permanent president of the Arbitration
Court is being made for som ebody. First
of all it is said it is being made for Mr.
Jackson, who has been acting for the Em-
ployers' Federation. Again it is said that
Mr. Somerville, with a large experience of
the court, is a possible candidate for the
position.

Hion. J1. Cornell: He ought to be qualified.
Hon. A. LOVEKIN: He ought to be, but

unfortunately he has been an advocate for
one side, a partisan, which of course unfits
him for the position bf judge. Then we
baye it suggested that Professor Shann, an
academic gentlemaa with no knowledge of
business, is to be appointed. Lastly we arc
told that Mr. McGinn or McGinty, or one of
some such name from the goldfields is to
have the position.

lHon. 3. W. Kirwan: That is only a few
of those. mentioned.

Hon. J7. T7. Holmnes: I heard yesterday on
the host of authority that it was for Mr.
Collier, the Leader of the Opposition.

Hon. A. LOVEKIN : All this tends to
show there may be some nigger in this wood-
pile; because why at this stage should we
want to push through a Bill like this unless
it can he shown-it cannot be shown-that
it is in the interests of industrial harmony
in this State. I stress this one point: We
have no guarantee whatever that the new
gentleman when appointed will do any better
in sesttling industrial disputes than have Mr.
Justice Draper, Mr. Justice Burnside, Mr.
Justice Booth, and all the other judges who
have occupied the position of President of
the Arbitration Court. The industrial position
bas been very much worse since the appoint-
meat of these compulsory arbitration courts

than ever before. We have had much more
strife, more fighting between employer and

emlyethan was previously known in any
smplar period. It stands to reason that the
system is bad. Given a compulsory court,
what are you striving fort For litigation
and warfare between the two parties. You
compel them to go to court, and naturally
each side has to fight for its very life. There
is no attempt at creating by this method
peace between the parties who, in the interests
of the State, always ought to be at peace. I
submit that the system is bad and ought not
to he perpetuated. If we Pass the Bill at this
stage we shall be perpetuating that system.
This gentleman, whoever he may be, is to be
appointed for life. He will have the usual
pension rights and naturally no Government
will be anxious to get rid of him and pay his
pension.

The Minister for Education: Did you read
the leading article in last Friday's "Daily
News''

Hon. A. LOVEKIN: What have I to do
with thatt?

The Minister for Education: Have you read
it?

Hon. A. LOVEKIN: No.
The 'Minister for Education: It was an ad-

mnirable article.
Hon. A. LOVEKIN: If you want a confes-

sion from me it is that I do not read leading
articles very often. I have written too many
myself.

The Minister for Education: I thought you
atight have been influenced by that article.

Hon. G. W. Miles: Perhaps the iMinister
thinks you wrote it yourself.

Hon. A. LOVEKIN: If it is contrary to
the views I have put uip here, possibly the
Minister may have inspired it. He may have
been playing a trick on me.

The Minister for Education: It was a very
fine article. I suggest you do read it.

Hon. A. LOVEKIN: Probably it is a good
one seeing that it appeared in the ''Daily

The Minister for Education: It warmly sup-
ports this Bill.

Hon. A. LOVEK]N: They were wrong if
they supported a Bill of this sort.

Hon. H. Seddon: It was an error of judg-
ment.

Hon. A. LOVEKIN: I have had as much
experience of industrial strife as most meni-
hers of this Chamber. I hold strong views
as to the course that should be adopted in the
best interests of the country. In 1893 I was
one of the peacemakers in the lumpers' strike
at Fremnantle. The lumpers on the one side
and the shipowners on the other were pre-
vented from meeting one another. There was
great loss and trouble to the employees. Arch-
bishop Riley, the late Alex. Forrest and I
tried to get the men together. After nine days
we induced them to discuss matters across the
table. We finally got a solution which both
sides were satisfied with.
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- Hont"J.: Duffalh -That is the biest way evety

'-Rfoil. A. LOVEKIlY: I had another exper-
ienceiin connection with the great strike of tim-
ber workers. After the p~arties had been at
arms' length for a long time I persuaded them
to meet at my office. Although the doors
were opened and there was no sec-recy about
it, and both parties were coaming in and out
of the office, for ten solid days, no one knew
that aL conference was proceeding. The par-
ties were so hostile to each other that they
hod to occupy separate rooms, but after a
time w-e got theam together round the table
and effected a settlement, which has beten the
basis of all that has happened since. Tile
sme degree of trouble has not oct-erred again.
In my own business I Ibad a strike in con-
nection with the journalists. We were talk-
ing to lawyers and laymen and kept apart.
The trouble went onl for two years. C spent
over £800, and the journalists must have
spent something like thbat, or perhaps a little
more. For the first time after thle trouble
occurred, I got a niceeijg in Melbourne with
those I was justly at w-ar with. Between 3
o'clock tibat afternoon and 9 o'clock that
night the whole business was settled. The
same thing would have happened in the late
newspaper strike, which lasted for five weeks.
It need not have lasted two days if it had been
possible to get the parties together without
any outside influence. It would have been
settled quickly, as it was settled at the finish.
We had a ease brought against us by a MrI.
Stuckey for libel. We both put up the best
case we could. The first time I was able to
have a word with 'Jr. Stuckey was in the
court. The jury had retired, but as a
result of our conversation -Mr. Stuckey came
to my house. We explained matters and ho
said lie was very sorry be had brought me to
Court. He said he would give away any
damages he got, and I believe had it not been
for the lawyers on both sides the trouble
would not have arisen. Knowing these
things I will do all I1 can to pro-
rbnts peace and harmony in this State.
in preference to litigation and strife. I have
looked into these industrial matters. Since
we have had the Federal and State conspul-
507y courts -we have had more trouble than
we ever had before. Since the Victorian
people have adopted the wages board system
they have had less trouble than before. The
people in dispute there sit around a table.
They have the option of appointing a chair-
man if they like, hut if they cannot agree
the Government appoint one. I am told that
since the system has existed there upon only
11 occasions have the parties had a chairman.
The employers sit on the one side and the
.employees on the other and adjust their
difficulties. There is also a court of indus-
trial appeals. I am told that during the last
five years or so only font eases have been
referred from the wages board to that court.
There is little or no industrial trouble in that
State except the difficulties which have been
created by the Federal compulsory courts.

* Hon. -B. Hf. -Harris: Xle F~ederal pwnids,
cover the employees for the-trmost, part.

lion. . LOVEKIlY: There are thousands
of employees who eomtiunder tire wages
board and have no connection with thle
Federal awards. I intend to-strive all I call
to preserve as f-ar as possible industrial
pece~ and harmotny, and to that end intend
to stress the necessity for establishing a
wages board sysh-in Jib this State in prefer-
ente to thle coumulsory system of arbitration.
T believe the Commnonwealth authorities will
comne to that before long. If we pass this
Bill A-e shall hare no opportunity of trying
the wages board s *ystem. We should be well
advised, therefore, to po0stp)one it this session-
I f ayl* harmn could be done1 by so doing I
worbld not advocate it. It is said there are
:14 c-uses awaiting hearing by the Arhitra-
tion Court. Will it accelerate mnatters i1)
mblinute., if we substituted for the present
judige iMr. Mecinn or someW other gen-
tlenian, who (-all occupy thle position for
thle next six mouths? It will not matter one
jot. Tit the meantime wer call consider
whether we can evolve a better system of
maintaining industrial peace in Western Aus-
tralia. A vsail who has been trained to liti-
gate is not best suited to proncote industrial
peace. He call know very Mitle of industrial
conditions. He will not get out of his chair,
take off his wig, and ght rid of all the frills
.and come down to the floor in an endeavour
to promote harmony. He has not been trained
in tibat way, and we do not get all we desire.
Another reason why I suggest postponing
this Bill is that if we go into Committee some
mtembers will want to mnake certain amend-
mecats. 1, shall have ten or a doze,, amend-
nments to bring forward, which I believe will
be for the benefit of the commbunity. This
is almost the eleventh hour of tlbe session.
During the recess we shall ho able to conl-
solidate our views, and when we mest again
we shall know what is best to be done. If
we pass the Bill we shall perpetuate the
system of having a large number of secre-
taries employed by the Trades Hall, and
lawyers and laymen employed on the other
side. These people are called in to advise
and at times egg on their side to fight where
there should, be no fight. They are all the
time getting up eases and calling an enormous
noijhber of witnesses because they are paid
so much a day for what they do. This means
depleting the funds of the union and taking
away from the employees that which could
be better devoted to the maintenance of the
sick and unemployed. There are constantly
being brought to court 50 or 60 witnesses to
tell the judge things which are common
knowledge and ought to be known.

Her. .1. Cornell: And they are aided and
abetted by, the Prees.

Hon. A. LOVEflN: I am not here to
defend the Press. I am here to represent the
people who hav, honsoured me by electing me
to this Chamber. I shall have no other
object in diew in this House than to serve
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the people who elected me. r have no per-
sonal axe to grind.

The Minister for Education: Just now
you quoted the opinion of the Employers'
Federation.

Hon. A. LOVE KIN: Yes.
The Minister for Education: Then you are

expressing their views. Do they wish this
Bill rejected?

Hon. A. LOVEIN: Yes.
The Minister for Education: Do you say

that?
Hon. A. LOVEKIN: Yes. I understand

that was the decision arrived at at a confer-
ence held the day before yesterday. Theyr
decided they would not at any price have
this Bill which provides for a lay president
and the perpetuation of the present arbitra-
tion system. I do not wish to take up the
time of hon. members any further. I have
stressed the point that if we agree to the
Bill, we shall perpetuate a system which
is against the interests of the community.
All 1 ask for now is time to consider a more
comprehensive measure which will be more
-acceptable. I move an amendment-

That the word "now'' be struck out
with a view to inserting ''this day six
months."

-The PRESIDENT: Will not yojL get the
same result by, voting against the second
reading of the Billi

Ron. A. LOVEKI7N: No.

Bon. 3. J. HOLMES (North) [8.2]: I do
not know that I can follow Mr. Lovekin in
his proposal to have the Bill read this day six
months, because owing to an unfortunate set
of circumstances-

The PRESIDENT: Order! I have an
-amendment moved by Mr. Lovekin. Is there
:any seconder to that amendment?

Hon. 1. DTJFFELL: 'Yes, I second it.
The PRESIDENT: The hon. member may

now proceed.
Hon. .1. J, HOLMES: By an unfortunate

set of circumstances, this Parliament is drift-
ing on in the saume way as the deficit cohtinucs
to accumulate and, so far as I can judge, we
will be still in session in six months'Itime, I
resumw in that ease, the Bill would be read

automatically if the amendment be carried.
Hon. A. Lovekin: No.
Hon. .1. T. HOLMES: In ay case, I will

pass over that poiht. The object in moving
to read a Bill this day six mionths is that Par-
lianent will not then be in session and the Bill
will be set aside. A motion of that description
is generally moved on the assumption that we
will have six months off.. In this State, it
looks as if Parliament is like Tennyson 's
Brook-going on for ever. The Bill, to which
I take exception, provides for the appoint-
ment of a permanent President of the Arbi-
tration Court. Every right thinking man can
:only come to the conclusion that the court is
not necessary, and should not exist. That is
my opinion, because we hare had more trouble
and disputes s4inpe we hare had the court than
we experienced before. The wicked part of tho

proceeding is that when the verdict is against
the employee, he decides for himself whether
or not he will obey the order of the court,
When the order is against the employers, being
limited in numbers they are buund to comply
with the order of the court. It is under these
conditions that we are asked to establish per-
manent industries in this State! I will vote
against the second reading of the Bill and that
will achieve the same object as Mr. Lovekin
has in view. If evidence of the failure of ar-
bitration were wanted, could there he more
clear evidence than that provided by the dis-
p~ute which exists at the present timid Take
the engineer's dispute. There was a decision
given by the Federal High Court. The wages
were fixed first and the hours were fixed at a
lnter stage. When the wages award was is-
sued the engineers dematided that those wages
should be paid forthwith; when it came to a
question of the extension of hours, they re-
fused to obey that portion of the award. 1
dlecline to be a party to the establishment of
any court, be it one dealing with arbitration
or with justice, that cannot enforce its awards
or judgments. It is proposed to appoint a per-
intient president. Once the appointment is
made, the president will have all the powers
and functions of a Supreme Court judge.

Hron. A. Lovekin: Without the qualifications
of' a judge.

Hon. J. J1. HOLMES: And he will be en-
titled to his pension, even if wve abolish the
court. As to the question raised by the
Leader of the Rouse regarding the employers
and the employees being at one on this ques-
tion, I tell him franklyr thatt in conversation
with several members of the Employers' Fed-
eration, and also with the secretary of that
body, I was assured distinctly that this Dill
in ao way coincides with what the employers
themselves put forward or agreed to. There
is no doubt in my mind upon that point.

The Minister for Education: That is not
the statement Mr. Lovekin made.

Hon. J. J1. HOLMES: I am not responsible
for any statement made by Mr. Lovekin, nor
yet for the report appearing in to-night's
"Daily News. " That is the position. I ant

assured that the Bill does not coincide with
what the Employers' Federation desired.

The M1inister for Education: They wanted
a lot of other things.

Ron. J. -L HOLMES: I would be prepared
to go so far as to make one of the judges of
the Supreme Court the president of the Arbi-
tration Court and relieve the assessors of their
positions, because I believe the latter are the
cauise of all the trouble. After all, the judge
has to decide on the evidence. The parties
representing the einployers and the employees
do not care about the evidence but are there
to safeguard the interests of their respective
parties. The right place for these gentlemen
is on the floor of the court advocating the in-
terests of their particular clients. To put
them alongside the judge on the bench to ig-
nore evidence, only makes the president's po-
sition untenable when they confer to decide
the nuestions raised before them. It is said
-1' do not know if it is so-that the presi-

1. -
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deni spends the best part of his time, when
considering the decisions of the court, in keep-
ing these two gentlemen apart.

Hen. B. H. Harris: Then he is a referee!
Hon. J. J. H1OLMES: 1 would be satisfied

with having a referee only but he must be a
judge of the Supreme Court. I will not be a
party to putting any partisan on the bench as
president. It is all very well, if a Liberal
Uovcrnment is in power, to appoint a partisan
who will represent our views on the Arbitra-
tion Court bench. When we pass legis-
lation, however, it is permanent until
-repealed by both Houses of Parliament.
Tho day will come when a Labour GJov-
ernmet will be in Power and should
a president of the Arbitration Court have to
b13 appointed in those days, and this Bill is
op reed -to making it possible for other than
a member of the legal fraternity to be ap-
pointed as president, who are we likely to get
ab president of the Arbitration Court? It
would be the first step towards the national-
isation of our industries, because the Labour
president would make the business of the em-
ployers impossible and they would be driven
out of the trade. In that ease, the only trade
carried on would be that of the communists,
and the imployees would be paid all there was
to get until there wvas nothing more to be paid
out. While it may suit the employers to-day
to put their own representative on the-bench
as president of the Court, the dlay will surely
arrive when the ''chickens will come home to
roost.'' When that day comes, the Labour
president will deal it out to the employers in
the same way as someone else may deal it
out to the unions now. I would sooner
have a judge of the Supreme Conrt,
oven if he did not know anything about
the business brought before the Arbitration
Court, as president, rather than have a
partisan appointed to that position. Re-
ferences have been made to the establishment
of a wages board. I think that is the solution
of the whole difficulty. If a Bill were in-
troduced next session to give effect to the e-s-
tablishment of wages boards it would have
-my support. I hope the House will accept
this as authoritative seeing that it appeared
in the "Daily News" this evening. The pub-
lication to which I refer is dated Sydney, 24th
January, ad reads -

Against arbitration-A.W.IJ. Conference
-Opening Session to-day. .. ... The bus-
iness paper contains several motions deal-
ing with the settlement of industrial dis-
putes. All are aimed at the Arbitration
Act, which seems to be in sad disrepute.
There are several suggestions that the Act
should be scrapped.
The Minister for Education: That is not a

decision. That is probably only the opinion
of one individual.

Ron. J. J. HOLMES: That may be so.
Hoan. 5. Duffell: But he represents 200,000

unionists.
Ron. J. J. HOLMES: Yes, and they must

have the courage of their convictions and a

pretty strong backing of members of the or-
ganisation before they put up such a reso-
lution. It does not suit the Leader of the
House to accept that statement.

The inister for Education: I accept it for
what it is worth; It is merely a notice of
motion.

Holn. J. J. HOLMES: I do not propose to,
say anything further. My, statement has
made my position elf~ar. Whether we agree
to the amendment or not, my vote will be cast
against the second reading of the Bill. I do
not want any one-sided court to be established
in% this State. So far, we have had justice
meted out with an even hand, and if errors
have been made it has been because of in-
competence and not because of any partisan
having been placed on the bench. No layman
should be appointed as president of the Arbi-
tration Court, whether he be a representative
of the employers or of the employees, and no,
such appointment will be made to our State
Arbitration Court bench if I can prevent it-

lion. J. CORNELL (South) [8.15]: The
trend of the debate has taken the direction,
not of the Bill, but of scrapping the existing
machinery for the settlement of industrial
disputes. The Bill contains one principle,
namely, to do away with the need for the
president of the court being a judge of the
Supreme Court and not confine the ap-
pointment of president to the members of one
profession. The term of office and emolu-
ments are to remain as before. The ques-
tion is whether this House is in favour of tha
change. One could debate for hourp the trials
and vicissitudes of both sides in the Arbitra-
tion Court, but would that get us any " flr-
rader"? The Minister has told us that the
Bill represents the mature judgment of re-
presentatives of the employers and employees,
who have reached this decision on the ground
that the change must make for expedition.
That is the only point the Minister has
stressed in favour of the Bill. It has nut
been inferred-and far be it from any mom-
bez to suggest-that there is anything
against the president of the court I have a
fair knowledge of the court and, in my
opinion, every judge who has occupied the
position of president has done his best to
hold the scales of justice even. Also there
is not much to be said against the two lay-
men who sit in the court as representatives
of the employers and employees. Neither
'Mr. Goode, nor his predecessor, Mr. Daglish,
has sided with everything that has been put
forward by those responsible for his elec.-
tion; neither did Mr. Somerville, who has re-
biaked his own people in the Arbitration
Court

Hon. X. H. Harris: And more frequently
than the employers' representative.

Hon. J_ CORNELL: With such a difficult
job it is not right that any errors of judg-
mont should be burled against the bench any-

more than we should raise objections to what
happens in other courts. Mr. Lovekin op-
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poses the second reading of the Bill, because
hie maintains that arbitration has outlived
its usefulness, and the remedy he asks the
House to apply is the System Of wages boards.
Economic laws ojerate similarly everywhere,
and the one great question for which a sole-
tion is being sought throughout the world
is the question of industrialism and the set-
tling of disputes. It is the question of the
age. There is no gainsaying that Australia
and New Zealand are irrevocably committed
to compulsory arbitration. It may be saidi
that Victoria has embraced the system of
wages boards. The High Court, however, re
ceetly ruled that State instrumentalities come
within the jurisdiction of the Federal Arbi-
tration Court and the dlay is probably not
far distant when the employees of the Vic-
torian Government wvill avail themselves of the
Federal Arbitration Court. The Federal law is
compulsory arbitration, and the same applies
iii Queensland, New South Wales and South
Australia. The settled policy of Australia and
New Zealand is compulsory arbitration. The
settled policy in Great Britain, Canada, the
Union of South Africa and the United States
is the settlement of industrial disputes by
-conciliation, demonstrating that there is
throughout the highly industrialised countries
of the world a difference of opinion as to how
industrial problems may best be solved. Prom
my reading and research, compulsory arbi-
tration as against voluntary conciliation may
be boiled down to this--the right to strike.
Compulsory arbitration does away with the
right to lock out or strike.

Hon. G. W. M iles: It happens nlow; they
do not obey the law-

Hon. J. CORNELL: The reason compulsory
arbitration has not been adopted in Great
Britain, Canada, the United States, and
South Africa, is that a statute framed to pre-
vent lock-outs and strikes cannot be enforced.

lifon. G. W. Mfiles: It cannot be enforced
here.

Hon. A. Lovekin:i Then why not get rid of
it?

Ron. J. CORNELL: The wise men of those
countries realise that no Parliament shouid
place on the statute book a law which cannot
be enforced. If a combination of employers
choose to lock out the employees, they can
defy the law of compulsory arbitration, and
if a combinatioji of Workers choose to strike,
they too can defy the law. If this Bill, is
rejected, and there is instituted a system of
wages boards, the natural corollary of the
-reversion to conciliation will be to restore the
right to strike or lock out.

Ron. G. W. Mfiles: They have it now and
do it every day.

Hon. A. Lovekin: The wages boards Act
prbhibits strikes and lock-outs,

Hon. J, CORNELL: In all countries which
have adopted conciliation as against compul-
sory arbitration, there is reserved to em-
ployers the right to lock out and to em-
ployees the right to strike.

Hon. A. Lovekia: That is not the Vic-
torian Act.

Hon. J. CORNELL: If by statute it is im-
possible to compel people to do certain things,
by what other means would Mr. Lovekia, hav-
ing reverted to wages boards, still prohibit
strikes and lock-outs? If he succeeded in
doing so, lie would be hack to the position
of compulsory arbitration. Since the incep-
tion of industrial arbitration, I have always
refused to give away the right to strike be-
cause, when the acid test was applied by
either side, it was found that the right still
remained. Mr. Lovekin has moved an
amendment which I have every reason to be-
lieve will be carried. If this be so, a mue-
jority of the meumbers of this House must ho
opposed to the Bill, and I take it that their
opposition is based, not so much on the
ground that tire measure Will work for greater
expediency, but that the passing of it will. re-
sult in a one-eyed show which will make eon-
fusion worse confounded. They say we should
reject the Bill and get something in place of
compulsory arbitration, hut I would point
out that this will get them no further for-
ward along the pathi they are eadeavouring
to tread. .

Hon. G. WV. Miles: Yes, we shall not have
a presidlent as proposed in the Bill.

Hon. J. CORNELL: It will mean that they
will be no further ahead of arbitration as it
has existed in this State since 1903.

H-on. A. Lovekin: If we pass the Bill we
shall be further behind.

Hun. 3. CORNELL: I suggest an alterna-
tive. Rather than throw out the Bill, those
m3emlbers opposed to the measure-and I take
it they are opposed also to compulsory arbi-
tratiou-might. attain their object by mak-
ing an honest endeavour to probe the wvhole
question of arbitration. Thu Bill should be
referred to a select committee and another
place should be asked to co-operate in the
inquiry. We know that referring it to a
select committee 'would mean. that after the
termination of the session the Government
would make that select committee a Royal
Commission. It is safe to assume that th§
members of both Houses on that committee
would be representative of all sections who
would understand the question of arbitration,
and who would have a knowledge of cc-
ononies, and who collectively, would be so
broad in their views that they would deal
with the question of arbitration not from the
point of view of which system was good for
the employer or good for tbe worker, but
what solution or improvement could be
maude to the existing machinery, so that
it would work for the good of the
whole community. Frequently we hate
heard it said that arbitration awards
have at times been averse to the employer
end averse to the employees, and that em-
ployers have locked out employees, and that
employees have gone out on Strike. But the
unfortunate part of it is that a section that
is made to suff er in consequence of a lock-
out or a strike is that section of the comn-
munity who are not concerned in the dispute.
I have refrained from speaking on the merits
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of the Bill. I would support the second read-
ing of the Bill with certain resbvations, but
as the trend of the debate points in the direc-
tion of the brutal murder of the Bill by boot-
ing it out without any pious expressions or
suitable burial service, but with invective and
spleen that the matter little deserves, I coun-
sel members to dennoinstrate to the country
that the Legislative Council is what it pre-
tends to be. There can be no nisdom in ruth-
lessly throwing aside an effort of the Govern-
meat of the day wino say that this procedure,
if adopted, will expedite the work of the
court and thereby ininimise the friction that
now exists. It is up to us as legislators, as
students of economies and sociology, to make
stense recommendation to the Government and
declare that we have postponed the
passing of the Bill because we do
not think it fully meets the situation
but that we are prepared during recess to
consider it by means of the appointment of
a Royal Commission and to give the best that
is in us in the direction of finding out a
method of dealing with and adjusting indus-
trial affairs, .%Mr. Lovekin says that if we
throw out the Bill we will probably have
something before next session. That is about
equal to the case of the individual who, with
onrly £1 left to gamble, invests it in the
Consolation Stakes at the races-he chances
the lot. The suggested committee or Royal
Commission could, after its investigation,
place at the disposal of the Government, evi-
dence which would assist to bring about a
more satisfactory state of affairs. I oppose
the amendment and trust that members will
take a reasonable and logical view of this
important subject.

lion. F. R. S. WIhLMOTT (South-West)
[8.87]: Various speakers have voiced the
opinion that the present system of arbitra-
tion is a failure. One niemb~er hia-n a panacea
and another has a different mnethod of
alleviating the position. But I think if we

age otn ilstraight away without
giving it the deepest consideration and
without going into thle matter as suggested
by Mr. Cornell, we may perpetuate some-
ting which has been tried for 20 years and
which, in my opinion, has proved a failure.
Will arbitration be improved? In other
w6rds, will those who approach the Arbitra-
tion Court be better satisfied if -we have a
layman in the position of President, or if
we have a judge of the Supreme Court
occupying that position? A judge is -only

hunnan, but he is in my opinion better fitted
than a layman to fulfil such a position. I
know that in the past delays have been
exasperating, and that these delays are still
sufficient to make both parties more bitter
towards each other. Then when parties do
approach the court they often wrangle, not
on the merits of the dispute, but as to
whnether there is a dispute.

Hon. K. H. Harris: That is not correct.
Hfon. F. E. S. 'WILLMOTT: It is correct.

The procedure of the court is well known
to me. I1 have followed the timber industry

with great interest, ever since compulsory
arbitration has been the law of the land.
Everyone will admit that in Mge. Holman,
thne timber workers have a wonderful advo-
cate, a man with a great rip of the whole
business. On the other hand I have known
plea who have been sent after extremists so
that they may give evidence. And these
extremists have been dragged from distant
parts. We know that that is so, and hon.
nnembers know it is correct. We know that
in the old days men were dragged from
Karridaic to give evidence just because of
the extreme views they held. These were
views too, which everyone in the court knew
did not represent the true position. This
has been the case not always on the men'Is
side alone, but also on the employers' side,.
and the arguments whnich have been ad-
vanced would not hmold water at a round
table conference. That is why I think a
round table conference is worth all the arbi-
tration courts put together. Those argu-
ments would not be tolerated for a momnet
around the table. The people gathered
around the table would say, "Get out with
you; it is nonsense; I know it is nonsense;
let us get down to tin tacks-'' Everyone
knows that is the position. Then again
there is this piosition, that the longer the
fenid is kiept up the more bitter the feeling
becomes between the two parties, and itt
time You get the people so set in their views
that if you brought them to a conference at;
a table they would not be able to discuss
the position sanely.

Hon. J. Cornell: T have sat at a few table
conferences and I have always had a drink
with the parties before and after.

Hon. F. E. S. WILLMOTT: I was at a.
coGnference at which the hon. member was
present, but he did not know that I was
there. The lion, member's Words were not
thrown out as oil on troubled waters, but
they were vitriolic utterances which blist-
ered and seared the listeners.

Hon. J. Cornell: Where was that?
Hon. F. E. S. WILLMOTT: I will tell the

bon. memuber later.
Hfon. Jf. Cornell: Tell me now.
Hon. F. E. S. WrLLMOTT: Are we likely

tinder this Bill to get anything better from
a layman than from aL judge? I think not.
The fact of the assessors being retained has
already been commented upon, as also have
their actions. The more men we have acting
in that capacity, the more trouble will there
be. Hon. in embers will recollect that the
United States sent a Commission to Aus-
tralia to inquire into the merits or demerits
Of com1pulsory arbitration. The Commis-
sion 'a report was most interesting and
illuminative, and was dead against compul-
sory arbitration. Hon. members may ask
what we an-c going to do if we dispense with
compulsory arbitration. Mr. Cornell has
pointed out the weakness of compulsory
arbitration in the circumstance that one
Cannot enforce the awards. Have we not
seen that? We have seen it all along. Com-
pulsory arbitration is nut equitable, because
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all employer van be finled for a breath of
thle AcLt, L hlilt

Hon. J.LCornell: -Not if hie chooses to act
inl combinatiou.

lion. F. E. S. WVILLIMOTT: I ama talking
about -an employer, and not about a body
of enlplovers. Ani esilploy&.r canl be fined at
anyv timel. lint itf thle employees choose to
ist their he-adls together, they -au beat the

court and bent time einilovers. On thle other
hand, if the uniplmyers like to put their
heads together, they :ulso (anl beat the court.
After all the time and all thle montey ex-
4*nlded in obtaining a decision of the Arbi-
tration Court, that decision cannot be en-
forced] on either pairty. What is the )05i-
tion? The employer says, "If certain wages
and certain hours are granted, this business
'-annot continue, because there will not be
sufficient profit ill it.'' That is his way of
looking at the matter. The employee's way
of looking at it is entirely d'ifrftent. He
says, ''What is a living wage9 If I do not
get so and so nmuch, I cannot exist. I care
not what happens to the industry. The
industry is no good to the country if
it cannot pay me a living wage' That is
quite right. Under such conditions the in-
dustry is no good either to him or to the
tounitry. But then we have to arrive at
what constitutes a living wage. There the
tt-ouble begins. We know that tilere have
'been decisions of the Arbitration Court,
tendered in alt fairness and honesty after
lull consideration of tilu merits and demerits
,of the employer 'i case and the employee's,
'-hich hare proved most extraordinary. Not
s~o very long ago the nien got considerably
-store than ever they thouighit they would get

H-on. J. Coruell: When was that?
Ron. F. E. S. WILLMfOTT: The bon.

-member knows.
Hon. J1 Cornell: Not more than they were

entitled to.
Io. F. E,. S. WVILMOTT: I did nut say

more than they wvere entitled tb; but I1 did
say, amore than they thought they would get.
On the other hand, there have' been many
awards which gave the men less than they
thought- they, should get, and less than the
employeis were prepared to pay. These
things, in my opinion, point to the fact that
we should get rid of the bugbear of compul-
sory arbitration and get dowu to~what I have
advocated for the lest 20 years, a system of
-wages boards, nder which the people coo-
,ceroed would be brought together and every-
,one else would be kept out.

Hon. 3, Cornell: Would you give the right
of strike and lock-out?

Ron. F. 'E. S. WTLLMOTT: That right
cannot he taken away. It is all very well to
say strikes are illegal. Every day there are
strikes. What did the American Commission
say? That while they were here, there were
300 strikes -in Australia. That fact does not
speak well for compulsory arbitration. For
my part, I hold the time is not far distant
when we shall get rid of this system of
trying to deal between employer and employee

by means of compulsory Arbitration Colirts.
Until that time comes, it would- be better, in
my opinion, to have -a judge aq president.
Let us endeavour meantime to expedite the
wvork of the Arbitration Court. I -do not BOO
how by appointing a layman in place of the
judge we an expedlite matters. One judge
eould be set aside entirely f or the work of
the Arbitration Court.

Boa. G. WV.Mls But he goes away on
long leave.

lRon. V. B. S. WILLMIOTT : Everyone
miust go on leave somec time. How long wonld.
a lay president last if lie wero not given a
holiday?

Hon. G. W. Miles: Ile would want a
couple of mlouths' holiday every year.

Hon. F. E. S. WTILLMOTT: Think of the
brain-racking business it is. If the presi-
dent is not given a holiday, be will at the
end of 12 mouths he crowing like a rooster
and finding bimself shut uip in Claremont.

Hon. G. W. Miles: How long is the long
vacationq

Hon. P. E, S. WILLMOTT: That is- a
inatter which can be arranged.

Ron. 0. W. Miles: Provision should he
made for someone else to take his place.

Hon. F. E. S. WIILLMOTT: That is easily
arranged, Hfowerer, I think it would be ab-
s9olutely wrong to appoint a layman. I will
give another reason in support of that view.
We are all interested and prejudiced in
various ways. How many men could be ap-
pointed as president who have not given an
opinion one way or the other on thin great
question? A judge, after his appointment,
does not live the life of ether men-. Hon.
mem~lbers who have been in contact with
judges kisow that the life of a judge is very
lonely. He does not take part in that social
life which we all more or lean enjoy. He is
a man apart. His very position makes him
a men apart.

Hon. J. Cornell: Would not this mnan's
position make him a man apart?

Hon. F. E. S. WILLMOTT: I do not
think so. I think this man, if he is appointed,
would be among the happy throng of pro-
hibitionists I have mentioned, prohibitionists
in Kafrkatta. Mr. Cornell has pointed to a
way out of 'the difficulty. I do not like the
idea of altering the things that exist, be-
cause I hope to see such an alteration as will
remove the principle of compulsory arbitra-
tion from our laws. However, if we have a
select committee of both Houses appointed
to go into this question, we should be able to
arrive at some solution. The question is the
greatest not only in Australia, but in the
world. Surely, if we can have select com-
mittees on sub1jects Of absolu~ely 'minute
importance as compared with this gigantic
question, we can have a joint select com-
moittee to inquire into industrial arhitration.
I shall be very pleased to support Mr. Cor-
nell or any other member who moves in that
direction. Let us not rush the inquiry
through before the session closes, but let us
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go ite the matter thoroughly and see if we
cannot do something to prevent the awful
waste of time, the awful waste of money,
and-what is worse than either- the awful
misery that we find in the homes of the
people to-day by reason of our legislation,
for dealing with industrial disputes,

Hon. H. SEDDON (Northi-East) [8.56): 1
support the Bill because I believe absolutely
in the principle of arbitration. I believe in
that principle because, although we have
tried it out and it has disclosed many faults,
it is a fundamental principle, and one which
Must remain in operation even if we abolish
legislation to settle disputes. In the event
of a strike, the parties eventually come to a
system of arbitration by way of solving
their difficulties. Surely it is far better to
solve such difficulties in accordance with
rules and orderly procedure as laid down by
an Act, than as the wish of the moment may
dictate. Argument has been raised with
regard to the introduction of wages boards.
14 that connection one difficulty arises, that
wages boards decide disputes entirely ,in
accordance with.- the wishes of the persons
engaged in the industry. They have no re-
gard to the effect of their decision on other
industries. Up to the present that has also
been one of the faults of the Arbitration
Court. We must, moreover, recognise that by
introducing the principle of arbitration we
have brought to light in uur economic sys-
tem a state of affairs which otherwise might
not have been disclosed, but might have
festered, causing unrest and trouble and
possibly leading to an outbreak of Sovietism
in countries which to-day are relying on
saner methods. We must also recognise the
sincerity of the Government in this matter.
By the introduction of the Bill they aim to
place the Arbitration Court in the same
position of high integrity as now obtains in
connection with our law courts. They pro-
pose to appoint to the position of president
a man who shall be above reproach and
unassailable, and so able to give what deci-
sions he thinks right. The Government pro-
'pose to place the president of the Arbitra-
tion Court on the same footing as a judge
elf the Supreme Court. Thus they are en-
deavouring to introduce a principle which
will tend to better working of the Arbitra-
tion Court than we have at present. We
have to recognise also that in making this
appointment they are placing on the
appointee a responsibility which will be the
highest and most important in the State;
because this man will have practically to
decide the economic future of 'Western Aus-
trali a. Every industrial dispute will be
referred to him, and the result of his deci-
sions will be reflected, not only in those in-
dustries on which he adjudicates, but on all
other industries in the State. Because of
the failure to recognise that truth in the
carrying out of our arbitration system in
the past the greatest dissatisfaction has
been set up. There is througho-at the world
a great feeling of unrest. The workers of
th, whole world are dissatisfied with the

present System, and are looking for light.
Slipshiod methods of thinking and the
unsound economic teachings of those who
aspire to be leaders of the workers are
carrying those workers in dangerous- direc-
tions, The only way to keep them on sound
lines is to provide a court which can show
them how the consequentes of their action.
work out economically. If for that reason
alone, I support the idea that possibly a
layman may prove to be a better president
of the court than would a legally qualified
person. Also this reason: It is evident that
as the whole question is an economic one,
the best president must be one who is
thoroughly well grounded in the principles
of economics. If he applies those principles
in giving his awards, he 'will do more
good to the country and to the workers and
in allaying industrial unrest, than could be
accomplished by any other method. The
argument has been used that Arbitration
Court awards cannot be enforced. I think
it would be wiser to say that Arbitration
Court awards have not been enforced until
the present time. We have in the Act cer-
tain provisions whikh have not been put
into operation, except against weak unions-
Had we exercised them we would not only
have vindicated the law, but would haver
raised in the minds of the workers a concep-
tion which they have not at present, and
would have shown them that the court had
to be obeyed.

Hon. J7. A. Greig: How would you compel
them to obey an order of the court?

lIon. Hi. SEDDON - By exercising the
penal sections of the Act.

Hon. F. A. Baglin: You take it on I
Hon. H. SEDDON: The Arbitration Court

wvas initiated with the full consent of the
workers and of the employers, and it must
be respected. Our law courts are function-
ing tn-day because they enforce their deci-
sions. If necessary the decisions of the
Arbitration Court should be enforced in the
same way. While arbitration has not
abolished strikes it has certainly lessened
their number. tast year there were 20
industrial disputes, and there were seven
aWards given and 40 working agreements
drawn up by the court. It is reasonable to
suppose that the disputes settled by those
awards and working arrangements, would
not otherwise have been settled except per
medium of strikts. It must be remembered
also that there is at work among the unions
an influence which is tending towards un-
rest. If we are going to carry a principle
which will enable right-thinking men in the
unions to have recourse to constitutional
methods, we will do still more to lessen
strikes. For instance, if we carried an
amendment that in the rules of any indus-
trial union there shall be provision for the
taking of a secret ballot on each question
involving a cessation of work, we would be
Introducing an important principle and en-
abling the sober-minded workman who is
content with constitutionial methods, to see
that his wishes were carried out, instead of
allowing him, as at present, to be overborne
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by the violence and abuse of those who
desir only recourse to extreme methods.

Hon. F. A. Baglin: Wshy not try it on the
employers also?

Hon. H-. SEDDON: There is no reason
why it should not be done. If the principle
were in force in every union-it is already
in force in some-it Would go a long way
towards stopping the machinations of those
pledged to unconstitutional methods. Take
an illustration: A few years ago there was
in this State a strike of long duration. The
strike Would have ceased a good many Weeks
earlier than it did if the principle of the
secret ballot had been available for those
who were trying to secure a adoption of
constitutional methods.

Hon. F. A. Baglin flHow do you know
that?

Hon, H. SEDDON: Because every tinle
those men tried for constitutional methods
they were howled down and prevented from
Brevaking at the union meetings.

Hon. F. A. Baglin: Name the union!
Hon. H. SEDDON: No, I will not, but I

know exactly what occurred. I nut simply
quoting that as an illustration of the neces-
sity for introducing the secret ballot in the
industrial world. Our political progress has
dated from the time of the introduction of
the secret ballot into the polling booth. As it
has given us democracy in politics, so it will
give democracy to industrialism if it be pro-
vided for in the unions. It would do a great
deal to lessen strikes, and would help the man
who is anxious to get his disputes settled by
constitutional means. Arbitration has dis-
closed a very unsatisfactory state of a'ffairs
economically. Strong unions aire able to get
better terms than are weak unions. The
effect of this has been that while those inions
and the employers who are able to pass on
the effects of increased wages to the general
community, have been able to get good re-
turns, the unions working in industries whose
products are marketed iii the markets of the
world are not able to get as good results as
others. The men working in the gold-mining
industry are not able to get wages as high
or as equitable as those of the men who serve
them. We cannot compare the conditions
governing work in a gold mine with those
obtaining in the driving of tram cars or rail-
way trains. Yet because of the price of gold,
the wages of the miner cannot be raised to
anything like a figure proportionate with the
wages of mn in other industries, So at pre-
sent we have an unbalanced economic posi-
tion, and must continue to have it until we
give justice to the men in the primary in-
dustries. Instead of our basing awards on
secondary industries, they require to be based
on what is a fair thing to be paid to the prim-
ary industries. Promn that we can build up.
But while, at present, we base them on the
Harvester judgment, a judgment given in a
secondary industry, We are working on a false
foundation, and when it comes to giving a
proportionate award in the primary indus-
tries, the judge will not be able to do it, be-

cause the value of the commodity cannot bear
it. These facts have to be faced, and can
only be faced by a man thoroughly grounded
in cconomiqf. Another factor: the effect of
Arbitration Court awards at present is this;
the minimum wage automatically becomes the
maximum. The employer says, "I have to
pay this wage and so I will pay it; but since
it has been fixed as a OkLiUIIIIQ, I Will ftx it
as a maximum." I aO the other hand, the effi-
cient workmn says, "'I am able to do better
work and twice as much as the moan working
alongside me, yet I am only getting the same
wages as hie. Therefore I will give the same
output as he gives." If the Arbitration
Court were to take thant phase of human na-
ture into consideration and, as well as fixing
the minimum, Were to fix also a margin for
efficiency and so encourage a man to give of
his best, the total production of the comn-
mnunity *roul'] be increased. The value of
wages is determined by the production. if
we were to base our wages on that principle,
we would induce increased production and the
whole community would benefit. In conelu-
4ion, I say the responsibility to be placed on
the permanent president of the Arbitration
Court is such that it is essential the Govern-
ment should choose the best available mran.

We have to work in accordance, not only with
the decisions of the court, hut in accordance
also with economic law. On the decisions
of the court will depend the future welfare.
of the State. I will support the Bill, because-
it will place the court above suspicion.

On motion by in. F. A. Bagfln, debate
adjourned.

131 Lb-AkPPROPRIATION.

Second Reading.
Debate -resumed from the previous day.

Hon. 3. 3. HOLMES (North) [9.13]i I
listened with admiration to the speech of the
Atinister last night. He had, I think, a more
thn usually difficult task, but he discharged
it with his custoiuary eloquence to the 'ad-
Iniration of us all. I again compliment him
on his capacity for waking black look white,
and white look black, and once more I ex-
press regret that I do not possess the same
qualifications. The Minister evidently had in
view the fate that almost befell the Ap-
propriation Bill of last year. It will be
remembered that I moved an amendment
to the Bill and, on a division of a House
of 25, there were 12 on either side,
the position of the Governm ent being
saved by the then President, Mr. Kingsinill.
The Leader of the House left nothing to
chance this time. He was out to make the
best of the position and to paint the best
Picture in the best possible way. In listening
to him I almost regretted he was merely Min-
ister for Justice instead of a member of the
legal profession. I felt ho should have been
enabled to appear in the courts of justice and
defend each and every person whether right or
wrong.
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lion. A. Loiiekin:-. You may %vant him yet.
lion) -3. J_ HOLMES: I 'nay do so. With

a man of his capacity before the court wve
would get economic results. We might even
abolish the appeal court and dispense with the
Ifigh Court. Nobody opposed to the Minister
would be justified in carrying on a case. Ere
would plead his case in such a way that there
would be no, hope for the other side. We
mnight also reach the stage when our gaols
inight be empty. He would defend the eim-
mnale in such a way that none of them would
enter the gaols. That is the picture that he is
'able to present. It is my duty, perhaps, not
my pleasure, to show the House that there
is9 another side of the picture. If any ini-
1rovemcnt has been made ia the affairs of
the country it has been the result of criti-
ciam in this Chamber. After reading through
the speech of the Minister and looking back
over the pages of the last two years one finds
that the reforms which the Leader of the
House tells us have been accomplished are
along the lines suggested by this House. It
is for that reason I propose to continue th-3
criticism which appears to have borne such
good fruit-that is, of course, if the picture
painted by the Leader of the House is in ac-
codance with the true position. This House
is one of sombre surroundings; it is a house
of review. It becomes necessary to look below
the veneer and the varnish to see what lies
underneath. To that end I devoted some lit-
tle attention to the Minister's speech. I ami
unfortunately at this disadvantage- No pub-
licity has been given to the speech except for
a4 paragraph or two in the morning paper. This
is much to be regretted. It was one of the
finest speeches the Minister has -yet delivered
in this House. No doubt the ''Daily News''
will print something at a later stage. I am',
therefore, at a disadvantage in following so
quickly upon the Leader of the House. It has
been suggested that the debate might be ad-
journed for a longer period.

Hon. A. Lovekin: It ought to be.
Hon. 3. J. HOLMES: That may be so. 1

believe in the motto of "Do it now.'' We
have been waiting for weeks for businessI and
,when it is put before the House I am not one
to attempt to hold it up. I will try to get it
off the Notice ]Paper whether it is read this
day six months or dealt with in some other
way. When the business is brought up by
the Government I am prepared to express an
opinion on it at tin early stage, and other
maembers can do as they please- Members told
the House 18 months ago that the report of
the Commissioner of Railways disclosed the
feet that whilst one thousand more men were
employed in the railways than in the previous
year, less revenue had been earned. This was
shown by an extract from the Commissioner's
report. The Leader of the House defended
the position, as be had a right to do. The
surprising part of the Minister's speech last
night was that he toll. the House, with alt the
glorification attached thereto, that the Gov-
ernment had since put 1,000 men off the rail-
ways and had earned more revenue and given

a better service to the country. That is what
wve said two years ago could be accomplished.

Member: Not a better service.
Hon. J. J. HOLMES: Are the gentlemen

administering the affairs of this country to
sit down and do nothing, not even read the
Commissioner's report, untif this House draws
attention to the ±act, and then 12, months
later say they have acconmplished that which
we said ought to be done? We have
the fact that 1,000 men have been put off
the railways and that they have made
umore revenue. This justifies the criticism
of the past. I begin to think the Leader
of the House believes the criticism is justi-
fled. There was a time when if I had any-
thing to say the Minister came at me like a
bull at a gate. To-day he accepts what I say
with a certain amounut of courtesy, for which
I thank him. The Minister told us last night
that the earnings of the railways had been
£E75,J000 more last year than for the pre-
vious year, and that the expenditure had been
£75,000 less, which means a net improvement
of f150,000. How long this may have gone
on if attention had not been drawn to it by
this House I do not know. This reform has,
however, been made anti the Leader of the
House takes credit for it. The proposition that
this should be accomplished came from the
floor of this House instead of from Ministers
administering the department. It is a nmost
danmaging statement for any Minister to make,
especially one -who has been a member of a
Government which came into office tour years
ago with economy as the first plank on their
platf orm. The next -plank was production.
We 'waited four years before we got any
enconomy, and such economy as was effected
in the Railway Department was due to tis
Chamber. I have made many statements in
this House, hut I have never made one which
carries so much weight or proves so much
negligence on the part of the Ministers as is
disclosed by the admission of the Leader of
the Rouse as to what has been accomplished
in four years, which should have taken only
one year. When we challenged the increased
expenditure on the railways we were told by
the Minister in defence that this was due to
increased pay and shorter hours. I do
not know who is responsible for the
present state of affairs. I do not pro-
pose to blame the Commissioner. In my
younger days in JParliament I may have at-
tacked men who could not defend themselves
but since I came to this Chamber I have al-
ways made my charges against the MAinister
who can defend the position. I have not at-
tacked the n outside. Someone is respon-
sible. We must hold the economy Minister
responsible for the delay in this direction.
The Minister told us last night that in June,
1921, it was obvious that the State trading
concerns were in for a bad time. This House
said so. The Minister said that everyone
knew it. He knew it, and yet this is the
Ministry that is opposed to trading Concerns.
They knew in June, 1921, that these concerns
were in for a bad time, but they have done
nothing since.
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Hon. G. W. Miles: The £100,000 of trust
funds will keep them going.

Bon. J. J. HOLMES: The Minister said
they might have sold the profitable trading
conerns but could not have sold the unprofit-
able ones. On the Minister's own showing we
have nearly reached the stage when there will
be no profitable trading concerns; consequently
there will be no trading concerns to sell, be-
cause no one will buy them. This is the Minis-
ter 's reasoning. In the ease of the first speech
made by the Minister for Works, when hec
joined the present -Ministry four years ago,
and was speaking on matters of policy, he
was interrupted by the Leader of the Opposi-
tion in another place, who said "You are
stealing our policy.'' The Minister for
Works replied, ''The difference between your
side of the House and our side of the House
is this, that you are in favour of State enter-
prise and we are in favour of private enter-
prise. All the fiapdoodle will not alter it''
The State trading concerns continue to exist
and the Government continue to blunder on.
The Premier in the course of his speech on
the Address-in -reply this session, said ''These
trading concerns are the worry of my life.
I wish with all my heart we had not one of
them. We are always in trouble with them.
They pay no taxes and they compete with
those who do pay taxes.'' I admit the policy
of the Government is opposed to State trad-
ing concerns and yet they continue to blunder
on, with the result I shell presently showv.
I wish to present the figures put up by the
Leader of the House last night, robbed of the
embellishment that made them look more rosy
than they were. If the Mlinister's figures are
correct, these State trading concerns wilt be
responsible for this year's deficit.

Hon. G. W. Miles: They are in addition
to the deflicit.

Hon. J1. J. HOLMES: He said that the
estimated deficit was about £600,000.

The Minister for Education: For the CUr-
rent yearl

Hon. A. Lovekin: Half what it was last
year.

The Minister for Education: I think the
estimated deficit is £389,000.

Hon. J. J. HOLMESc I will show that the
loss on the State trailing concerns last year
was £290,000, and that must be added to
the deficit. We will begin with the State
Shipping Service. The trouble in connection
with that service is that -whilst the Govern-
ment are opposed to State enterprise, they will
not come to any definite decision as to what
they will do, nor will they make any definite
announcement in that regard. These ships
were put on the coast to reduce the price of
meat. That was the primary object. We are
at present in the middle of January and the
cattle season will open in six or seven weeks'
time. Cattle must be mustered on the stations
now in order to travel 200 miles to the port
to be shipped south. Despite this fact, there
is no announcement by the Government as to
whether they propose to run the ships this
season or whether they propose to carry cattle

at all. We know that another ship bas been
put on the North-West coast with a carrying
capacity, I understand, of 600 head of cattle.
There are nowv four ships for the North-West
toast besides the vessels of the State Steam-
ship Service. The ''Kangaroo " has a carry-
ig capacity of 600 head of cattle and the

"Bambra,'' of 200 head. We will learn
shortly that the whole of the cattle have been
booked up by the other four steamers, and
that will mean that the vessels of the State
Steamship Service will have to look for the
surplus cattle. At £5 per head for freight,
there will not be nmany surplus cattle available
to be shipped south when the other four boats
are booked up. This is one of the difficulties
we are labouring under. Here we have a Gov-
ernment administering a service to the exist-
ence of which they are opposed, and at the
same time private enterprise is booking busi-
ness from under their very noses. After all, the
cattle business is a very profitable trade for
the State Steamship Service, because the
Labour question is eliminated, seeing that the
cattle run on board ship and run off when
they reach the south. It is possible to load
600 bullocks in four hours and it is all profit.
Yet this dilly-daily Government -will not make
up their minds. They sit down waiting for
something to eventuate and, in the meantime,
the private companies are booking up all the
cattle. The carrying capacity of the two State
vessels represents about 5,000 head. If any-
thing up to 15,000 head is booked up by the
private steamship companies, there will not
be any 5,000 head available for the State
vessels. This is a service that, on the Min-
ister 's figures, showed a loss last year of
£105,000. This is profitable freight and they
might participate in the cattle business, if
the Government could only make up their
minds as to what they intend to do. What is
anybody's business seems to be nobody's busi-
niess and they are losing the trade. If this
service is to be carried en it must be recog-
niscd that the boats are not suitablq for the
trade. The select committee told this House
12 months ago that such was the position.
That select committee represented all sections
of the community and we informed the House
that the boats were unsuitable and that the
service could not be carried on under the ex-
isting conditions. No notice was taken of our
report. If£ these boats are to be taken off
the coast, at least six months' notice should
be giveni to those concerned. Uf the Goy-
erment do not intend to carry cattle this
year, they should have given notice to the
people in the pastoral areas six months ago,
so that other arrangements could be made.
This Government could lose £105,000 on the
State Shipping Service in a year and
not take any notice of it! This after-
noon the Minister introduced a Bill to
extract £100,000 by way of a charity
tax from the general community. They
should do a fair thing with the revenue
already provided, before they start out to se-
cure another £100,000 by the means suggested.
-This is the same Government who, a few
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weqks ago, oonseate~d to an amendment to a
taxation measure introduced in another place,
to relieve one section of the community of
taxation to the extent of £30,000, and added
£60,000 in taxation to another section of the
community. This ii the Government, too, who
jwptroduced a Dill to amend the Licensing Act

s.a*to raise another £100,000 revenue from
the jhotel. and liquor business of the State.
When the Government came to the first hur-
dle, they baulkced and accepted £50,000
without making any fight for it at all.
M4 1 pointed out whif' discussing that
measure, 'we had to provide gaols, police,
hospital and Heaven knows what else for
that £50,000 and the Federal Govern-
ment, who did nothing at all, got
£600,000 per year, as against our £50,000
from the trade. I put up a proposal
which would have overcome that difficulty,
but it hit the publicans too hard, and the
public, too, to a certain extent, seeing that
they would have had to pay twice the price
for their liquor. My idea was that people
should have about half the quantity of liqnor
that is consumed now and that we would
thereby have a temperate community. Ac-
cording to the Minister's remarks, we have
an intemperate c6mmunity. The Minister
said that whilst we paid 35s. per head per
annum for education, we paid five times that
amount per head for liquor. While I have
had something to say on several occasions
regarding the education policy, I agree with
the Minister that if the comejubity can
afford to pay £8 s. Od. per head per annum
for liquor, the Government are justified in
asking them to pay 35s. per head per annum
for education purposes-

Hon. 3. Cornell: They are nof complain-
ig about it.

Ho;. A. LOVEKIN: But £8 59. Od. does
not mean much liquor.

Hon. J. W. CorneU: 'No, not in these times-
Hon. LT. 3. HOLMES: .Coming to the State

Implement Works, we have this morning an
astomniding stattient f rpm the manager
published in the "West Australian." He
said that while the 53 eneers have been
paid off, the Implement Works are proceed-
full speed ahead. That is different from all
other works of a similar character in this
State. When the engineers went out on strike
all the other employees in the engineering
works were thrown out of employment. In
the State Implement Wodfks, however, !C3
engineers went out, but presumably, like the
thousand men in the railways, they were not
wanted. The other men have been kept
going at the works just the same. The in-
ference to be drawn from that is that the
men are being kept doing somsthinj at the
Implement' Works, i order to see if the
engineers will come back. If I were Minis-
ter for Works in the present Government, I
would close down the works and I would wait
until the engineers were in aL humour to go
back. If I were associated with a Ministry
who would give effect to their policy in.

opposition to State trading concerns, the Tm
plemieut works would never be opened ul
again, and that would be the fault of the mei
and not of the employers. If I quote figure.
which are not quite correct, I am surre th,
Leader of the House will not accuse afi'o
doing it wilfully, because I looked for then
in this morning's "West Australian," bu.
the dettiils were not there. I had to get al
the particulars I could doting the daytime
The fixed capital involved, as I understanm
it, in connection with the State Implemen
Works is £65,000, and the working capita
£175,000, or about £250,000 altogether. Tbi
Minister stated that the loss t6 date wa:
£128,000. There was an amount of £120,001
written off, which brings that loss up ti
£248,000.

The Minister for Education: I explnine(
that the £96,000 written off was included ii
the £128,000.

Hon. J. X, HOLMES:- Then there is a los:
of £158,000 on the Implement Works. Al
though the Government are opposed to State
enterprises, they can sit down under a los:
of £10.5,000 in connection, with the Stat
Steamship Service and £128,000 on the Statb
Implement Works. I do not know how te
express my views on this subject. I am re
minded of a little ditty that used to be sung
by a company called the "All Blacks." Onw
of the company used" to stand forward ani
sing a song which was localised, and the
remainder would join in the chorus. The
ditty I referred to ran something like this:-

Australia is a wonderful country,
And in it are wonderful men,
There's the wonderful Mitchell Governmen-
Doing wonderful things now and then.

Then the chorus came on-
Isn't it wonderful,
Isn't it wonderful, wonderful?

I claim it is wonderful that a Goveromeni
opposed to State enterprise should come
before Parliament and the Minister lb thi2
House should paint a glowing picture of whai
they have accompliihed. I said at the outasi
that I would show the House the ether aide
of the picture.

Hon. . W. Kirwan: It would be won
derful if the Government were to dispont
of the State trading concerns.

Hon. J. .1. HOLMES: I do not knov
whether the amount written off on accouni
of interest is included in the loss as well.
We have written 'off £120,000 in connectiox
with the State Implement Works and thai
being so, presumably those works are nol
Paying interest, but the general tsxpayeri
are shouldering that bnurden. The interesi
on that £120,000, which has been written off:
must be added to the loss as mentioned b3
the Minister. To revert to the State Steam
ship Service again, we have the motor shi1
"Kangaroo," which stands in the books ol
the service at a ralnatiorrCbf from £250,004)
to £300,000. 'We know that the sip-I ai
not giving away State seerets, becanse the
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shipping people know the value of the ships--
is not worth more titan a quarter of
the amount which appears in the
books of the State Steamship Service.
The Leader of the House is not responsible
for that. Hle sold the ship for £270,000 at
the rigbt time hut political influence was
brought to boar. An announcement was
made by two Ministers that the ship would
not be sold. That was when two Ministers
were fighting for the Albany seat at a by-
election.

Hon. 3. Cornell: No, one Minister and
an es-Minister were trying to get the seat.

Hon. 31. J1. T{OL3ES: Instead of selling
the ship for £270,000 the Government
authorised the expenditure of an additional
£15,000 on the ship and it resulted in. an
expenditure of £200,000. No one was
responsible for it, and no one knows to this-
day where that money was spent.

Hon. G. W. Miles: That was £400,000 they
paid for that seat.,

R~on. .1. .1. HOLMES: It was pretty dear.
We are told that the State Sawmills last
year produced a profit of £17,750, and that
the profit from their inception to date has
been £86,000. The State Shipping Servic
was established to reduce the price of meat;
the State Sawmills were established to breajc
up what was said to be a combine. You,
Mr. President, know there was no combine.
Then what did the Government do? They
joined the combine, if there was a combine,
and put up the price of timiber, and they
have been putting up the price ever since.
One of the biggest contractors in this State
told me the other day the Minister for
Works could put flooring hoards in ships'
holds at Bunhury at Os. per 100 feet and yet
the Government were charging the local
contractors about three times that price.

Hon. F. E. S. Willmott: No, 399.
Hon. J. J. H1OLMES: Even after putting

up the price of timber to that extent the
profit, according to the Minister, was only
£17,750. What schemes thle Goverumeu4
have had to resort to to get that profit I

Hon. G. Wi. Miles: They have been selling
wire nails and galvanised iron as well.

Hon. L1 T. HOLMEFS: They have certainly
been rooking the public as regards the price
of timber. If the Mfinister can put timber
into ships' holds at fl3unhury at 6s. per 100
feet and is charging 39s. to local contractors,
it is time we had a new price fixing Bill to
apply to the Government.

Hon. .1. Cornell : The King can io no
wrong.

Hfon. J1. T1. HIOLME1IS: The Minister re-
forred to the Wyndhanm Meat Works and the
report of the sclect. committee. I was chair-
man of that committee and I must say that
the Minister took a leap in the dark, a leap
which very few people would have risked.
Fortunately he fell on his feet. fle went
contrary to the advice of those who under-
stood the business. He tells us there was
no more loss on the worksa last year than
there would have been if they bad not
operated.
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Hfon. A. Lovekin: He did not go so far as
that.

Rton. 3. W. Kirwan: He said within £5,000.
Hon. 3. J. 1hOLMES: That is neither here

lior there.
en. 1. Cornell: Not for Wyndhamu.

lIon. 1. HOLMES: The Minister also
said that the figures for the Wyndham Meat
Works for the year ended the 31st December
had been compiled and were in the hands of
the Auditor General. Will the Minister lay
a copy of the unaudited accounts on the
Table as he has done on previous occasions
in order that we may peruse them, renlem-
bering, of course, that they are subject to
alteration or suggestion by the Auditor
Gleneral 7 So far as I can judge we have a
muillon of money invested in the Wyndhanm
Meat Works, £750,000 representing fixed
capital and about £25i0,000 floating capital.
The Minister says the loss to the end of
Deemnber, 1921, was £6185,824 and the total
rose to date £E371,252. He told us also that
in that amount there was -no provision for
depreciation. In answer to an interjection
be said that about 5 per cent, depreciation
would be a fair thing. The select committee
were of the same opinion. If we take four
years depreciation at £35,000 a year, we
must add £9120,000 to the loss, showing that
a loss of half a million pounds has been in-
curred on the W0yndhazn Meat Works carried
on by a Government in opposition to the
policy of private enterprise. These figures
carry us to the 3St December, 1921, only.
[f we add to them the loss to the 31st
December, 1922, it will mean another
£:100,000, taking interest and depreciation
into consideration. Thc loss on capital
account would run into £80,000 odd. Taking
the Minister's own figures, the trading con.-
c~erns generally since tbeir inception have
lost £E300,000, and this after setting the
rosses of one against the profits of another.
Previous to June, 1921, the loss was £ 10,000,
which means that the loss for the year
ended 30th June, 1922, was £290,000.
The Government came into office opposed
to State enterprise and, if they hall
sold the trading concerns at the 30th
JTune, 1921, we had assets which even
Linder State a dministration showed a loss of
only £10,000, but at the 30th June, 1922,
with all these trading concerns on our hands
we would have to show possible purchasers
that last year we lost £,290,000.

Hon. G. W. Miles: And that is only on
the floverument's own showing.

Rlon. .1. S. HOLMS:. Well, I am taking
the Mfinister's figures. The Mlinister's
figures it is true were like a sugar-coated
pill. To-night I have been tryn to get
beneath the sugar-coating. His figures,' how-
ever, would justify much stronger statements
than anything I have said. For deprecia-
tion on the Wyndlham Meat Works £120,000
should have been provided-935,00 a year
for the lest four years. We have written
off the State Implement Works £120,000.
We should have written £13,00 off the
Wyndhamn Meat Works for over-calptalisa-
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lion. If wce had written off thle State Steam-
ships £200,000, which is a very modest sum,
and £1I30,000 off all the other trading con-
cerns, also a moderate figure, it would make
a total of £700,000 to which must be added
£300,000 which we have lost on State
trading operations, giving in all a total of a
million of money lost as a result of State
trading concerns.

Hon. GI. It. M1iles: And to be added to
the deficit.

Hon. .1. J1. lJOLMAES: Yes' and the Gov-
t-rument responsible for the greater portion
oIf the loss is the Government thant came into
office opposed to State enterprise.

Hon. J, WV. Kirwan: What a pity that the
Minister, Mr. George, is not present to bear
this.

H-on. T. J. HOLMES: The Leader of the
Hoose has been defending the position. Of
course, he has to do that. Last night he
said-

*I made the statement 18 months ago that
up to that time trading concerns had not
contributed to the deficit. But when I
made that statement, I1 was very particular
to show that that happy condition of affairs
could not continue.

Knowing that that happy condition of affairs
could not continue, it was the duty of the Gov-
ernment to face the position as business men,
eat the loss and get out.

The Minister for Education: You have to
get a buyer before you can sell.

Hon. O. W. Miles: You are not trying to
ge-t a buyer.

Hon. J. 3. HOLMES: The difficulty is the
Government wilt never get a buyer for the
trading concerns so long as the provision re-
mains in the Act preventing them from selling
these concerns without the consent of Parlia-
ment. Would any business firm be likely to
negotiate with the Government for the purchase
of any one of these concerns if their business
was to be brought up in another place and
they themselves were referred to as boodlers
and highway -robbers, expressions which were
used in another place the other night? There
will never be an opportunity to sell these
concerns; so long as that provision remains in
the Act. This House has sent a Bill to an-
other place providing for the deletion of that
provision, and the Government opposed to
State trading concerns have put that Bill at
the bottom of the Notice Paper.

The 'Minister f or Education: It is. nearly at
the top nowi.

Hon. 3. J1. HOLMES: That is only because
the top has gone off the Notice Paper. If I
can help it the Appropriation Bill is not go-
ing to reach the final stages until the Govern-
ment have dealt with the Trading Concerns
Act Amendment Bill

Hfon. A. Lovekin: Hfea-r, hearl
Hon. J. 41. HOLMES: I do not care it

they lose the Bill, so long as they divide the
House and show an earnest attempt to pat
the measure through.

Hon. J. Cornell: You want to separate the
sheep from the goats.

Eon. .1. J. HOLMES: Yes, 1 want to see if
these 'Ministers who have been preaching op-
position to State enterprises will put into
practice what they profess. -I ash the House
to adopt this moderate attitude. Before we
finalise the Appropriation Bill let another
place finalise our Bill. I know what the Gov-
ernment ought to do. If a Government
pledged against State enterprise cannot rally
their forces and get that provision deleted,
they have no right to coutinue to occupy the
Treasury bench. The majority of the people's
representatives will then hare declared in
favour of State enterprise. The leader of the
House told us that the deficit for the year
1920-21 was £751,000 and that the estimated
deficit for this year was £290,000, and he
told us exactly what had been done, what the
Government had been able to accomplish. No
one sincerely hopes, more than I do, that the
estimated deficit will not be exceeded. The
Minister in his reference to loan expenditure
pointed out that the Government had to look
a long way ahead and that they always re-
quire to have from three quarters of a million
to a million over and above what they antici-
pated. That I quite agree to, because I do
not see how they can finance a deficit of
three-quarters of a million in a year without
taking a similar amount from loan funds
and applying it to revenue.

Hon. J. W, Kirwan. And they pay nearly
0 per cent, on the loan.

LHon. 3. 3. HOLMES: The interest on the
deficit alone, I think, rone into approximately
£91,000 a day. Commonsense dictates that
the Government have paid out on revenue ac-
count six and a-half millions more than they
have received. They must have got that from
somewhere, and they could never have got it
without paying interest on it. We have to
remnember that every million we borrow-and

weare still borrowing by the millions-adds
to the interest bill to the extent of £60,001)
a, year. The interest bill last year went up
£84,OflO, and the Minister told us that it
would have been considerably more but for
the fact that the Government were relieved of
the payment of the golifields water supply
scheme sinking fund. I think we were pay-
ing three per cent. into that sinking fund,
and the payment represented about £70,000
annually; so that our interest Bill, but for
that, would have gone up last year by
£E160,000, or about 10s. per head of the popu-
lation. In previous -years when the Leader
of the House introduced the Appropriation
Bill, he referred to the per capita indebted-
ness of the State. The other day, however,
he was silent on the subject. I do not pro-
pose to quote any figures in this respect
to-night. I remember one occasion when I was
taken to task by the Leader of the House, for
having done so, and I got the greatest
dressing down I ever received in my life, and
the Minister took considerable trouble to sow
me where I was wrong, and rubbed it in in
very severe terms. The per capita indebted-
nmess in this State is the highest in the world,
and if we go on borrowing at the rate of
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three millions every year, and adding a couple
of hundred thousand pounds to our interest
bill, then, if we do not get a corresponding
return, we shall have a per capita indebted-
ness that no one in any part of the world
will envy. With reference to what we have
been told about the improved financial posi-
tion of the railways, that is a matter I wish
to deal with for a few minutes. We have to
remember that the Government are carrying
on a huge development scheme with loan
money. The Government are sending large
quantities of goods over the railways and are
bringing people to the State and paying their
fares. All the immigrants who are arriving
hero are having their fares paid to their re-
spective destinations. It is an easy matter
to build up the railway revenue by these
means. Then all that the Commissioner of
Railways has to do is to say that he needs
a certain amount of money, and the Trea-
surer draws a cheque on loan account and
hands it over to the Commissioner, who pays
it into revenue. There arc many ways in
wbich the railways in similar circumstances
can be made to pay. A few weeks ago I
spent 10 days in Albany. Two men who
were discusig the position there told me
that they had seen truck loads of sleepers
standing in the railway yard. Thee sleepers
were to be forwarded to Esperance for use
in the construction of the railway there. The
trucks had been standing there for days wait-
ing for the ''Eucla" to come in to load the
sleepers. Those men also told me that the
sleepers had been brought from a State tim-
ber mill which was the farthest away from
Albany. Of course every sleeper was carried
over the railway, and the further those sleep-
ers were carried, the xyore revenue would
there be for the railways. One man said,
"How can the railways pay when so many
trucks loaded with sleepers are allowed to
stand idle beret" The other replied, ''That
is just how the railways do pay; these trucks
are not required, and the Railway Depart-
ment charge the Construction Department de-
murrage, and this is added to the cost of
the Esperance railway." That is how the
Railway Department builds up its revenue.

The Minister for Education: Do you vouch
for those faets?

Hon. J. J. HOLMES: If the Leader of
the House will nmake inquiries, he will find
that I am not far out. I wish the bon, gen-
tleman would make inquiries. It would be
Wvorth his while to do so. I discussed that
matter with men of standing whose opinion
is worthy of respect. Reference has been
made to tho increased population, and
I am pleased to know from the Leader
of the House that the tide has turned
and that the people we are bringing
here are remaining in the State. For
the life of me I cannot understand why
anybody should clear out of this country
where there is a Government that will spoon-
teed them to prosperity, provide lamp-posts
for them to lean up against and do anything
in the way of affording facilities that those

people may care to avail themselves of. It
seems to me that Sir -James Mitchell arrives
at the conclusion that people are not clear-
ing out of this country by reason of the fact
that there are no unoccupied houses around
Perth. But let me point out that landlords
have taken advantage of the position brought
about by the increased railway fares, which
have driven time people from the suburbs to
the city. People cannot afford to live in the
suburbs to-day as they did before. They are
forced to cople into town to live, with the
result that there arc no vacant houses in. the
city. And the Premier tells us that this is
evidence of the fact that people have not
cleared out. We had a great oration from
the Leader of the House on the subject of
Federation. I do not propose to deal with
it but T shall ask DMr. Kirwan, who is one of
the gentlemen who led us into this trouble,
to tell us Wvhether the Minister's figures are
correct. I w-as opposed to Federation. I
argued from the standpoint that we would be
the junior partner and the Eastern States
would be the senior partner. I have had
some experience as a junior partner and ex-
perience as a senior partner, and I never
wish to be a junior partner again. If the
Minister's figures are correct and they have
not been put up to the Federal authorities as
they were submitted to this House, then the
Government of this State are lacking in their
duty. The sooner they do so the better.
After all said and done, there is . spirit of
fairness throughout the States, and if what
the Minister told the House is correct, there
is only one thing to do, and it is to throw
ourselves upon the tender mercies of the Com-
monwealth, put up the strongest case we can,
and hope for the host. If we were preparing
for the worst, I would not mind, bat we are
not doing so. I stress the point about putting
the figures quoted to us before the Federal
authorities. What use is it submitting them
to us? The Federal Government are the
people who should know these facts, if they
arc facts. That pert of the Minister's speech
should be cut out so far as this House is con-
erned.

Hon. JI. W. Kirwvan: We will see what re-
ply the Federal people will make.

Son. 3. J. HOLMES: This is a matter
that Mr. Kirwan might well deal with. It
i. interesting to learn from the Minister's
speech that the commitments relating to
soldier settlement amount to five and a half
millions, and that the average cost of settling
each person is £11,198. The establishment of
those soldiers on the land at an average cost
of about £1,200 is a creditable performance,
prodided of course that there is no ever-
capitalisation. I do not see how they can
sourced unless they are given a fair deal.
There is a select committee appointed by an-
other place inquiring into this matter at the
present time, and it would have been inter-
esting to have their report before us. So far
as I can learn, a number of soldiers' proper-
ties have been over-capitalised, end in those
cases the interest hill will wear down the
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soldiers just as the deficit will wear down
this eountry unless something is done to
reduce it. It is interesting to learn what
is being (lone at the Peel estate, and that
the cost to the Government when the
work there is finished will he £267,000.
The Minister's estimate of the value of that
estate is a million sterling. That being so,
it is evidence of the productiveness of the
country. Evidence that this is a wonderful
State-a country which has stood up, against
all the mnismnagenent 1 have referred to
this evening, and even, according to the
Leader of the House, continues to prosper.

Hon. C. F. Baxter; Whose valuation is that
million?

Hon. J. J1. HOLMES: It is the Minister's
valuation. Now we conmc to the Treasurer's
Advance Account. The Minister told us that
hitherto the amount of the advance had been
£4110,000. This year the amount is to be
£500,000. If I remember rightly, the increase
is due to the fact of there being additional

* expenditure on the Frenmantle quay. While
the Minister is making inquiry as to the trucks
standing in Albany station yard, would he
also make inquiry as to what is going on in
the Albany harbour at present? Is the big
dredge, ''Sir John Matthews,'' loaned from
the Federal Government, working three shifts
daily, 24 hours a day, taking the inner harbour
down to 34 feet, while the entrance to the
harbour is only 33 feet? The best nautical
men in this State tell us that the biggest ship
which can get into Albany harbour must
not draw more than Sift. Gin. They
tell me that when a ship is being
forced through the water she goes down
6in. at the stem, and that if there is any swell
on she must have at least a foot clear. Yet,
we have the entrance to the Albany harbour
S3ft., and the big Federal dredge taking the
inside of the harbour, near the jetty, down
to 34ft. With regard to Fremantle I have al-
ways argued that the place to deepen the
harbour is at the entrance, the mouth. After
that one works up. The Albany scheme wvould
appear to be that whilst we have a Minister
representing that port, the harbour is to be
taken down to S4ft. on the inside. That hav-
ing been accomplished, we shall next have a
scheme to bring the entrance down to the same
level. When one gets on the inside of the
harbour and slows up, the Gins, drop -at the
stern is not required. Tn smooth water there
is not the same need for an allowance. I shall
be glad if the Minister will inquire into my
statements.

Hon. A. flurvill: What about making the
entrance to Albany harbour deeperI

Hon. J. 5. HOLMES: As I have explained,
that will be the next move. When the inside
is downa-

Hon. A. Lovekin: Then you must do the
outside.

Hon. J. J. HOLMES: Yes. The attitude of
hon. members towards recent attempts to
s=nand Government Bills does not suggest that
thelHouse is likely to take any drasatic action
In diew of the rejection by thi Cam-
ber of Mr. Kirwan 's amendment to te
Industries Assistance Act Continuance Bill, 1

was beginning to despair as to what attitude
this Chamber will take on the Appropriation
Bill and various other measures we have be-
fore us. The Industries Assistance Act Con-
tinunuce Bill was a matter involving 1% mil-
lions of money. In connection with that
matter the Auditor General declared that he
could not certify to the accounts. Mr. Kir-
wan's amendment proposed that the Indus-
tries Assistance Board should continue until
March, 1924, and no longer. That extension
would have given the Government an oppor-
tunity during recess to introduce a new
mieasure, which could be put up to Parlia-
ient in July next, and thus the board could
have been finalised before the .31st March,
1924. However, the House rejected the amend-
ment. I have drawn hon. members' attention
to what has been going on in the hope that
ultimately I may get a bigger following here.
Still, ont last year's Appropriation Bill we
did very well. As regards the North-West,
the Minister tells i's that the expenditure this
year is £144,000 as against £:81,000 last year.
With all the development supposed to be go-
ing on in the North, however, the whole of
the additional £ 60,000 will be absorbed by the
Bendon jetty. If I am quoting the Minister
correctly, administration expenses for the
North-West, which used to be £9,000 per an-
num, have gone up to £7,000. That is an il-
lustration of North-West matters. We have
a1 Commissioner for the North-West in name
only. H1e represents, in fact, only another
buffer between North-West members and the
Minister. The position is not due to any
fault of the Commissioner, but to his misfor-
tune. He is not likely to accomplish much
unless some alteration is made. This count-
try is one of marvellous possibilities
otherwise we could never provide for the
incompetency which appears in the
figures I have quoted to-night. Whilst
I am on the North-West question, let me re-
peat, with regard to south-western develop-
ment, that I am a convert to the theory that
all land is good provided there is the rainfall.
In the South-West we have a rainfall. If
only we can apply science to agriculture, the
soil is immaterial. Of course, the better the
soil the better the results. With science and
rainfall and soil, one obtains phenomenal
results. What I are concerned about, how-
ever, is that under Government administration
the holdings in the South-West may be over-
capitalised, resulting in an interest bill which
will wear the settler down. I would also draw
attention to the Minister's remarks on the
Wyndham Meat Works. From the figures
quoted last night I gathered that the amount
Paid to the cattle owners for cattle delivered
at Wyndham was approximately £2 17s, per
head.

Hon. A. Lovekin: The Minister said they
got £4 per head.

Hon. 3. 3. HOLMES: I know there are re-
funds of freight and something to come from
the other end, but the amount paid to the cat-
tle owners for the cattle delivered at Wynd-
ham was £2 li's. per head.

lion. A. Lovekin: But they will get £4 odd.
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Hon. 3. .T. HOLMES: I am quoting the
Minister. If a cattle owner brands 2,1000
-calves this year, and from them produces
700 bullockus four years hence, he will do
very well. But the Federal taxation people
tax liu oil the whole 2,060, and rebate him
on the 700 when sold. If the calves die
this year that is his loot out. However, while
the cattle delivered at Wyadham were bePing
paid tor at £E2 17s. Ivy head, the amount of
wages and salaries paid here and in Wyndham
during the time that the cattle walked in at
one door and out at the other was £E2 5s. per
head. It just shows how a Government con-
tern is doing something to crush the cattle
-industry. It the development of the South-
West is inin on similar lines, I pity the poor
people irho have to stand up against it. For-
tunately, the 'North as land sonie good sea-
sons. Still, the stations are not paying ex-
penses, andl they never will pay expenses until
the Wyndhami Meat Works are run on some
other system than that which retins to the
cattle owner £2 17s. per bullock delivered ait
Wyndham, and to the men wrho put the bul-
lock ini one door and out of the other £2 55s.
nother matter to which I most refer is the

v3xpenditure of money without the approval of
Parliament. I understand that under consti-
tutional government Parliament has to ap-
prove of expenditure. Yet in this Appropria-
tion Bill there appears a sum of £30,000 to
build the Come tramway. Could anything be
more farcical? The tramway has heen built
and the ears are running over it, and now the
House is asked to approve of £B30,000 expen-
diture for the construction of the tramway.
I do not know what the result would be, but
II should strike that item oat of the schedule.
The result might he that somebody would get
the sack, but it is time this House took the
position seriously and somebody was censured
for spendinig £30,000 in building a tramway
line and then coaming to Parliament to ask
for authorisation of the expenditure.

The Minister for Education: The Como
tramnway was built this year, not inst year.

Hlon. J. J. HOLMNES: The Minister means
this financial year. That tramway was built
not only without the consent of Parliament,
but in defiance of a promise to Parliament
that it would not be built. We are supposed
to live under responsible government, but act-
ually we lire under irresponsible government.
I want lion, members to Understand that we
are individually and collectively responsible.
when the day of reckoning comes, we shall
be held individually and collectively responsi-
ble. If anybody will listen to me when the
crisis comes, Ishall readimy speeches to him-
Probably no one will listen to them, hut they
will be a record to show that I was not a
party to this business. The commencemeat
date of the financaial year is the first July,
and here we are on the 24th Jan~nry, wvih
nearly seven months Of the financial year
gone, and now wve are asked to niprove of
these Estimates. Again I ask, could anyvtbljg
be more farcical? I anm sorrY that I have

had to point in the other zidek of the 1 ictilze.
Figures are always bard to deliver, and jiev-
Imps are sometimes difficult to understand;
but T think I have shown that there is anu-
Other side- of the picture, and I hope bon.
members will recognise that fact. I hope
that lion, i.±,ls'rs, when speaking on the
second reading of this Bill, will hear in mind
ih:,,t the Governmevnt have kept us waiting for
seven months before presenting these Esti-
mates to uis. I suggest that we might keep an-
other place waiting a while longer, so that we
may have n opportunity of dealing with the
Bills sent down. I support the second rending
of thisi Appro: niation Bill. 'There wvill be "i'-
tuity to block the passage of the ruenstre at
a later stage until such time as the HouLse
receives the treatment that is dlue to it from
another platce in connection with measures
transmitted to that Chamber.

On mnotion by Hoen. A. Loveluin, dahate nd-
jouarned. ,

HTos tidjOsfrpid (it 10.30 p.m4.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 2-30 p.m
and read prayers.

QUESTIONS (2)-WATER SUPPLIES.
For Mfining Pusrpose.

Mr. LUTEY asked the Minister for Water
Sopply,-Il aas Cabinet come to any decision
on the question of cheaper water for mining
purposes? 2 If notk when is a deeision likely
to he arrived at?

The MINISTER FOR WATER SUPPLY
replied -4 and 2, The matter is still under
consideration, and a decision will be arrived at
as early as possible.
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